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 We propose and build a prototype architecture for a laboratory-based mobile 
wireless testbed that uses highly detailed, site-specific channel models to dynamically 
configure a many-to-many analog channel emulator. Unlike similar systems that have 
used abstract channel models with few details from the physical environment, we take 
advantage of commercial ray tracing software and high-performance hardware to 
make realistic signal power and characteristics predictions in a highly detailed 
environment. The ray tracing results are used to program a many-to-many analog 
channel emulator. Using this system, we can conveniently, repeatedly, and 
realistically subject real wireless nodes to the effects of mobility. We use our 
prototype system and a detailed CAD model of the University of Maryland campus to 
compare field test measurements to measurements made from the same devices in the 
same physical scenario in the testbed. This thesis presents the design, implementation, 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1  Motivation 
 With the growing ubiquity of wireless communication, Mobile Ad-Hoc 
Networks (MANETs) and Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) have emerged as 
important and active areas of research and development. These networks feature 
mobile, multi-hop, and disconnected topologies and provide services in harsh 
conditions (high latency, opportunistic connections, variable link states, lack of end-
to-end connectivity, etc.), alleviating the need for fixed infrastructures. However, 
evaluating new routing protocols, applications, and hardware implementations 
requires a testing environment capable of providing repeatable and controlled 
experiments without sacrificing realism; an environment that is difficult to come by. 
 Conducting live field tests using actual hardware in the environment of 
interest is an experimental technique that offers a high level of realism, but has many 
shortcomings. Representing a topology of mobile nodes requires a large number of 
subjects and can be difficult to choreograph and control over large a geographical 
area, only getting worse as the number of nodes scales. Also, measurements are 
susceptible to drastic changes in the environment such as moving vehicles, people 
walking by, and other interfering radio devices, limiting experimental control and 
making field tests only marginally reproducible. Trying to mitigate the undesirable 
effects of real world environments makes the already time consuming task of 




 Due to the time, difficulty, and expense of running live field tests, researchers 
have developed a wide variety of test environments, including wireless network 
simulators, wireless channel emulators, and recently emerging wireless testbeds. The 
remainder of this chapter will describe popular implementations of these testing 
environments, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, followed by a description 
of our wireless testbed prototype and an outline of this thesis. 
  
1.2  Related Work 
1.2.1  Wireless Simulators 
 Even with the growing interest in wireless testbeds, wireless network   
simulators, such as NS-2 [26] and the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) 
[21], have remained the preferred method for evaluating the performance of MANET 
and DTN protocols and applications. Simulators provide repeatable experiments in a 
controlled environment, without the high costs of hardware and labor associated with 
real field deployments and testbeds. Moreover, scalability in simulators is not limited 
by the number of hardware devices, but the increased runtime of as a result of 
simulating large network topologies. The popular simulators mentioned above are 
often criticized for not keeping up with 802.11 standards and for a lack of 
documentation, stemming from their open source nature. This has led to the 
development of commercial simulators such as OPNET [27] and QualNet [37]. These 
simulators claim to have better support for current standards and offer added features 
such as modeling antenna patterns and weather. While simulators possess many 




system at all layers of the network protocol stack as well as the interactions in the 
physical environment has reduced their experimental realism. 
 Most simulators contain detailed protocol models of the IEEE 802.11 
specifications, but then make vast oversimplifications of electromagnetic wave 
theory, resulting in a fairly unrealistic model of the physical layer. Kotz et al. [24]  
conducted a survey of several publications, enumerating six common assumptions in 
which simulators either explicitly or implicitly relied upon: the world is two-
dimensional; a radio's transmission area is circular; all radios have equal range; if I 
can hear you, you can hear me; if I can hear you at all, I can hear you perfectly; signal 
strength is a simple function of distance. The authors then conduct a set of field tests, 
collecting data in a real world outdoor environment. From their measurements, they 
concluded that the underlying assumptions all contradicted behaviors observed in the 
field test. Other research [40] indicates that not only are there discrepancies between 
simulators and the real world at the physical layer, but at the MAC layer as well.  
 Calvin et al. [6] present a set of measures collected during the simulation of a 
flooding router, chosen for its simplicity, across three popular simulators (OPNET, 
NS-2, GloMoSim). The results show that significant divergences exist between the 
simulators, both numerical and behavioral, in some cases making them barely 
comparable; mostly resulting from different implementations of the physical layer. 
When it comes to the accuracy of simulators, these divergences demonstrate how the 
performance of ad-hoc network protocols deeply depends on the modeling of the 





1.2.2  Wireless Channel Emulators 
 
 The lack of experimental realism present in today's wireless network 
simulators has caused some researchers to adopt emulation as a means for evaluation. 
Emulation embraces the use of real hardware devices, simulating network 
communication without having to modify their protocol stacks. As the name suggests, 
wireless channel emulators focus primarily on the physical layer, emulating signal 
propagation characteristics between each device over the wireless transmission 
medium. The efforts discussed below both use Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to 
support dynamic channel conditions such as fading and multipath, allowing for fine 
grained control of the physical medium. 
 Azimuth Systems produces a line of Multiple-Input/Multiple-Output (MIMO) 
wireless channel emulators [2], providing solutions for testing WiFi, WiMAX, and 
2G/3G/4G UMTS/LTE products.  They use DSP to model RF channels as a Channel 
Impulse Response (CIR), implementing the response as a tapped delay line. Each tap 
represents a different path taken by a propagating signal between the transmitter and 
receiver. The tapped delay line allows users to modify attributes of RF signals such as 
time delay and power, representing the distance the signal traveled along with the 
power due to interactions in the physical medium. These devices also support 
changing signal phase, applying Doppler effects, fast fading models, as well as an 
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) generator to simulate real world 
background noise in the environment.  
 The wireless channel emulators developed by Azimuth Systems provide fine 




signal characteristics. However, these devices are severely limited by their internal 
connections between the I/O ports. The ports are laid out in two sets, bank A and 
bank B, where no links exist between ports of the same bank. This design was 
intended for the performance characterization of MIMO devices, not supporting the 
cross-connections necessary to simulate signal characteristics between arbitrarily 
arranged nodes. In addition, a method for controlling this device is still required. 
 The CMU Wireless Emulator uses a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 
to implement DSP, digitally emulating wireless signal propagation between nodes. 
RF nodes are placed in shielded enclosures for isolation, preventing inadvertent cross-
talk, and are connected to the emulator through shielded cables. On transmission, the 
output signal from each node is attenuated, converted to a lower frequency, and then 
digitized using an A/D converter. The digitized signal is then sent to the DSP Engine 
residing in the FPGA. The DSP Engine implements a tapped delay line, where the 
signal is pulled off after a programmed amount of delay. The output signals are then 
combined with the scaled signals from other RF nodes before being converted back to 
both an analog signal using a D/A converter and the original frequency.   
 This design allows for complete control of multipath signal characteristics, 
simulating real world impairments such as path loss and path delay using multi-
tapped delay lines and dynamic path gains. Moreover, these impairments are applied 
in real time, avoiding long simulation times. The current implementation supports the 
full 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band and can handle up to 15 
nodes. The next version of this emulator is claimed to support up to 32 nodes. The use 




of arbitrary network topologies. The main drawback is that allowing for complete 
control of multipath characteristics requires a method to provide the necessary path 
loss and path delays. The current platform uses abstract channel models and doesn't 
take full advantage of its capabilities. This emulator is an attractive option and future 
implementations of the work in this thesis may focus on integration of this device. 
 
1.2.3  Wireless Testbeds 
 Over the last decade, a wide variety of wireless testbeds have been developed 
and it is important understand each classification and their key differences. One class 
of testbeds involves full-scale deployments in real world environments, allowing for 
wireless testing in realistic conditions. In MIT's Roofnet [7], wireless nodes are 
spread across Cambridge, MA on volunteers' rooftops. These nodes form a large-
scale static mesh topology and provide broadband internet service to its users. The 
network is mainly used for studying wireless network characteristics, varying 
transmit powers in order to form or break links. A similar deployment, the UMass 
DOME Testbed [4], introduces mobility by placing its wireless nodes on 35 buses 
driving on the University of Massachusetts campus in Amherst, MA. The added node 
mobility makes this testbed more flexible, but is still limited to bus routes, not 
allowing for arbitrary topologies. Unfortunately, these deployments suffer from the 
drawbacks of real world environments discussed in section 1.1.  
  Another class of testbeds introduces greater control and repeatability by 
emulating large-scale wireless networks in a much smaller area, usually indoors. 




comprised of 400 custom-designed nodes in an indoor 20m x 20m grid. Since the 
wireless node grid is static, different network topologies are created by selecting 
which nodes are to be active, transferring the state of one node to another to emulate 
mobility. Signal reception between nodes is controlled by injecting noise into the 
environment, manipulating the noise floor and changing the SNR according to a 
mapping algorithm. Instead of using a static set of nodes, the MiNT testbed makes 
use of robots to introduce mobility and topology reconfiguration. To emulate large 
environments they add an attenuator between a nodes antenna connector and antenna, 
thereby shrinking the physical space. Both of these testbeds offer an interesting 
approach, but it is unclear how precisely they can control individual links between 
node pairs, an essential component in emulating multi-hop large-scale topologies. 
Moreover, the indoor environment introduces its own multipath effects that are not 
representative of the multipath that would exist in an outdoor environment, casting 
doubt on how realistic links may be. In order to scale these networks, another 
physical node needs to be introduced. This can be bound by the size of the room as 
well as the cost-per-node, which is more of an issue for ORBIT since it uses custom-
designed hardware.  
 
1.3  Previous Work  
 To avoid the complications of conducting field tests, many researchers have 
relied on wireless network simulators which allow for a high level of control at 
almost every layer of the protocol stack. Even though simulators are an attractive 




previously discussed in section 1.2.1. Wireless channel emulators such as the CMU 
Emulator are a viable option, but require complete control of each propagation path 
between node pairs (attenuation and time delay). This provides an interesting option 
that may integrate well with the work presented in this thesis and will be discussed in 
the future work section at the end of this thesis. The development of testbeds like the 
ones discussed in section 1.2.3 use real RF for their experiments in attempt to control 
a more realistic environment in a simulator fashion, but they too have their own 
shortcomings. The testbeds presented in the following sections are a hybrid between 
using real RF and simulation, providing a more accurate wireless test environment. 
Both are part of a collaborative effort between the Laboratory for Telecommunication 
Sciences (LTS) and the University of Maryland. A list of current and past 
contributors can be found in appendix B. 
1.3.1  MeshTest  
 The MeshTest testbed [9] was designed to provide the qualities of a simulator 
such as control, manageability, and repeatability, without sacrificing the realism of an 
RF environment. The basic setup consists of wireless nodes placed in shielded 
enclosures. The RF energy from each node is wired through shielded cables from its 
antenna connector to an RF switch of programmable attenuators. Control software is 
then used to dynamically configure the attenuations between each node pair, allowing 
us to effectively simulate mobility and arbitrary topologies. This testbed uses real 





 The original testbed contained 12 nodes obtained from the ORBIT testbed 
through a partnership with Rutgers. The ORBIT nodes were placed in shielded 
enclosures offering roughly 80 dB of signal isolation, preventing inadvertent cross-
talk. The wireless antennas were removed and the cards wired to SMA bulkhead 
connectors. A shielded cable then connects the antenna connector to one of 16 input 
ports of the RF switch. The internal design of the n x b switch is shown in figure 1.1, 
n being the number of inputs that connect through nb Ethernet-controlled digital 
attenuators to b buses. Since there are b buses, there are b paths between any pair of 
inputs. A signal on any path must pass through two attenuators to simulate loss 
between node pairs. This architecture makes computing attenuator setting more 
difficult than one may think; the algorithm is thoroughly detailed in [9]. The RF 
switch simulates channel loss between node pairs, offering an attenuation range of 0-
127dB. However, the RF switch is unable to simulate propagation delays. When a 
signal passes into the switch, it experiences about 45 dB of insertion loss. This loss is 
due to passing through the switch's cables, connectors, and mainly the energy division 
in the splitters. The loss of 45 dB may seem concerning, but in free space it's only 












Figure 1.1: MeshTest RF Switch Diagram 
 
 For configurability and manageability, MeshTest takes advantage of the 
ORBIT testbeds management software to control attached nodes. This gives the 
ability to supply an input script to the control software describing the mobile network 
at each step in time. Software is added to this framework to first map physical 
arrangements of nodes to attenuator settings, and then update the RF switch through a 
TCP socket, simulating experiments in real time.  
 Unlike simulators, this setup doesn't require any modeling of the protocol 
stack and subjects real hardware to a real RF environment. Experiments can be 
conducted with a more diverse set of multi-hop network topologies without being 
limited by the physical medium. It is also important to note that any device of interest 
may be placed inside the shielded enclosures as long as they are within the frequency 




 The MeshTest testbed offers an entirely new class of wireless testbeds, but 
comes with a few limitations. First, the scalability of experiments is limited to the 16 
input ports of the RF Switch. This issue is addressed in the next section by the 
successor of MeshTest. Also, the testbed only controls attenuation between node 
pairs. An attractive option is to incorporate the CMU Wireless Emulator, allowing for 
direct control of individual paths between node pairs. Most importantly, MeshTest 
uses Free Space Path Loss (FSPL) to calculate the attenuation between nodes and the 
architecture of the switch makes for more difficult attenuation calculations. Both of 
these issues are resolved by the testbed presented in this thesis. 
 
1.3.2  Virtual MeshTest 
 To address the issue of scalability present in the MeshTest testbed, our 
research group designed the Virtual MeshTest testbed (VMT) [14]. The setup is 
similar to that of MeshTest; wireless nodes are placed in shielded enclosures with 
their RF energy wired through shielded cables to an input of one of two RF switches 
containing programmable attenuators. Control software is then used to dynamically 
configure the attenuations between node pairs on each switch. VMT expands the 
capacity of the MeshTest by introducing virtualization of nodes and live migrations, 
activating clusters of nodes across two 8-port RF switches. 
  VMT consists of 16 physical nodes placed in shielded enclosures, similar to 
MeshTest, except the nodes are split into two subsets with each subset connected to 
its own eight port RF switch. The current nodes are running Debian Linux with the 




cards. Each RF switch follows the same design as in MeshTest (figure 1.1) and 
attenuator settings are calculated using the same technique. Both RF switches apply 
45 dB of insertion loss to input signals and each programmable attenuator has a range 
of 0-127dB. 
 The Virtualization of nodes and live migration set this testbed apart from its 
predecessor. The testbed controller takes a scenario file as an input which describes 
the topologies and mobility of nodes over time. Each node in a scenario is given a 
virtual machine, a vnode, initially running on a virtualization server. When a group of 
vnodes are about to come into communication range, they are migrated onto physical 
nodes, called pnodes. Vnodes that are geographically isolated will remain running on 
the virtualization server until future interactions are feasible. This concept of housing 
nodes until they become active is depicted in figure 1.2.  
 





 VMT preserves the wireless test environment presented in MeshTest, but 
addresses scalability by introducing virtualization and live migration. Experiments 
have shown that VMT is able to handle scenarios of up to 34 nodes [23], but this 
requires that nodes exhibit cluster like behavior and that the size and number of 
communication clusters can be properly allocated to the ports of the RF switch. 
Another issue lies within the migration of vnodes. Each migration can take three to 
four seconds, increasing experiment runtimes, and within that migration time 
communication is suspended across the switch. It is because of these minor issues that 
the presented testbed will focus on expanding the MeshTest testbed, which will 
simplify initial validations. VMT provides a viable option to address scalability, but 
will be further explored after initial validation of the presented testbed has been 
completed.  
 
1.4  BounceHaus Overview 
 In this thesis, we present a prototype of a laboratory-based mobile wireless 
testbed extending the concepts of MeshTest, called BounceHaus. BounceHaus is a 
hybrid between using real RF and simulation, offering researchers the desirable 
experimental qualities of control, manageability, and repeatability, without sacrificing 
realism. Nodes are placed in shielded enclosures, having their RF energy wired 
through shielded cables from their antenna connectors to an RF switch of 
programmable attenuators. Control software then dynamically configures the 
attenuators between node pairs in real time. This allows us to effectively simulate 




operating systems and applications to a real RF environment. Our testbed is freed 
from the task of modeling the protocol stack of each node, only manipulating the 
physical medium connecting them. The key feature of BounceHaus setting itself apart 
from MeshTest is its use of commercial ray tracing software and high-performance 
hardware to make realistic signal power and characteristics predictions, 
circumventing the use of abstract channel models. 
 Unlike abstract channel models, ray tracing software looks at the specific 
interactions between propagating electromagnetic waves and objects in a highly 
detailed 3D environment. It calculates the total path loss between a transmitter and 
receiver by constructively or destructively adding the multiple paths at the receiver 
that result from these interactions. This physics based approach accurately predicts 
the effects of large-scale fading, shadowing, and fast fading that occur due to terrain, 
buildings, foliage, and other objects in any 3D environment, whether it be outdoor, 
rural, indoor, or mixed path. With the integration of ray tracing software, the testbed 
is able to control the attenuations between node pairs with a higher level of 
experimental realism. The testbed design and architecture are described in Chapter 2. 
   
1.5  Thesis Outline 
 The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 presents testbed 
design including the hardware architecture and testbed implementation. Chapter 3 
provides a discussion of wireless channel modeling starting with the basics and the 
discussing path loss models, ray tracing, and a description of the commercial ray 




the hardware used and general procedures when conducting field tests. Chapter 5 then 
discusses the integration of Wireless InSite into our testbed prototype as well as the 
various parameters to be studied. Chapter 6 gives a description of the conducted field 









Chapter 2: Testbed Design 
 
2.1  Hardware Architecture 
 
 The high-level hardware architecture of the BounceHaus testbed is shown in 
figure 2.1. The Ray Tracing Server is a Colfax CX-1250-XF2 and has been equipped 
with two NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPUs for reduced calculation times. This server is 
connected to a gigabit Ethernet switch, allowing it to communicate with the Switch 
Control Server, a Penguin Relion 1600SC containing the testbed control software.  
   
 
Figure 2.1: Hardware Architecture 
 
 The testbed supports up to eight nodes, but in this thesis we're using three Dell 
Latitude E6500 laptops, each equipped with an 802.11a/b/g Atheros AR5424 wireless 
chipset. The field tests used for evaluating testbed performance will be conducted 
using these same laptops. Each node is placed in a shielded enclosure that offers 
roughly 80 dB of signal isolation, preventing inadvertent cross-talk. The enclosures 




wireless antenna of the device is removed and the antenna connector is wired to an 
SMA bulkhead connector. A shielded cable then connects the wireless card to an RF 
switch of programmable attenuators. Each node is also connected to the gigabit 
Ethernet switch for remote access. While the current setup contains 802.11 devices, 
any device, from cellular phones to software-defined radios, may be placed into the 
shielded enclosures. The BouceHaus testbed does not require the use of custom 




Figure 2.2: Node Placed in Shielded Enclosure 
 
 Figure 2.3 (obtained from [16]) shows the logical construction of the RF 
switch, a JFW 50PMA-030 8-port RF Transceiver Test System. The design consists 
of a power divider for each of the eight inputs, as well as 28 Ethernet-controlled 
digital attenuators, one between each input pair providing 0-127 dB of attenuation 




are controlled via TCP socket and take approximately 3ms to process a request and 
apply the new attenuation setting.  The RF switch has an operational frequency range 
of 200-2500 MHz, which is one of few restrictions for devices that can be connected 
to the testbed.  
  
 
Figure 2.3: BounceHaus RF Switch Diagram 
 
 When propagating an RF signal between inputs, the power undergoes an 
insertion loss. Insertion loss can be defined as the ratio of power supplied on input i to 
the power propagated out of input j when the attenuator on the path from i to j is set 
to 0 dB, much like what is described in [9]. This insertion loss is a result of a signal 
passing through the switch's cables and connectors, mainly from the energy division 
of the power dividers.  
 We measured the insertion loss between each port pair on the RF switch, 
isolating all individual paths. This was done by connecting a signal generator to input 




analyzer to another input, j, and setting the attenuation between those ports to zero. 
The difference between the transmitted and received power is the insertion loss for 
that pair of inputs. We found that the insertion loss between all pairs of input ports 
was approximately 37 dB. Although an insertion loss of 37 dB may seem severe, it is 
equivalent to the first 0.69m of free space path loss at 2.4 GHz and will not 
significantly limit the scenarios which can be simulated on the BounceHaus testbed. 
 Since the testbed is continually changing the attenuations applied by the 
digital attenuators, it is important to understand the effects of switching attenuation 
during signal transmission. Even for small changes, changing the attenuation during a 
transmission will almost always result in a phase discontinuity, potentially disrupting 
modulation schemes such as OFDM. As done in [44], we used iperf to transmit 
packets between two nodes connected to the RF switch, we found that 31000 Kbps to 
be the highest rate at which we could maintain a median packet drop rate of zero with 
no attenuator switching. The median packet drop rate in this case was taken over a 
10s period. To test the effects of switching attenuation, we repeatedly switched the 
attenuation between 15dB and 16dB at regular intervals. It was found that for 
switching intervals less that 0.01s, the number packets dropped was related to the 
switching rate. The only times where the switch attenuations may or could be updated 
at this frequency is if were replaying a trace captured during a field test or by using a 
path loss model. The use of ray tracing to produce signal predictions of this frequency 
carries a computational requirement that will be undesirable to users. But overall, the 




 The use of this RF switch as a shared physical medium provides many 
desirable advantages. Due to the simplified internal structure of this RF switch 
compared to ones used in MeshTest and VMT, algorithms to calculate attenuator 
settings are simply replaced by a mapping of attenuators to input port pairs, 
simplifying the control software. One of the main advantages over wireless simulators 
and other testbeds is that devices experience actual interference from one another. 
Tests conducted in [44] were able to show that the previously used RF switch acted as 
a realistic shared medium with several pairs of nodes communicating at once. Their 
results illustrated that the 802.11 MAC protocol efficiently divided available 
bandwidth and behaved well even for a group of nodes placed in a small simulated 
area. Through observations, the same is true of the RF switch in BounceHaus. 
Because the switch behaves as a realistic shared medium, it is possible to inject noise 
into the simulated environment with a high level of control. 
 
2.2  Testbed Implementation 
 
 The BounceHaus testbed implementation consists of two stages, 
Precomputation and Testbed Operation, both of which are shown in figure 2.4 and 





Figure 2.4: Phases of BounceHaus 
 
2.2.1  Precomputation 
 
 The primary function of the Precomputation phase is to integrate the ray 
tracing software, calculating all attenuator settings before a mobility scenario is 
emulated on the testbed. This is done using the ray tracing control software, called 
Rayzer. Rayzer takes two inputs, a scenario file and a user generated environment. 
The scenario file is an XML-encoded list of node locations for all nodes in the 
experiment per timestep. An example of a scenario file is shown in figure 2.5. The 
file gives the GPS origin for the scenario, as well as a location per timestep, given as 
an offset from the origin in Cartesian coordinates. The second input is the user 
generated environment and is the primary focus of this thesis. The environment 
comes to Rayzer in the form of an ASCII file which is generated by the ray tracing 




terrain, foliage, and material properties. It also contains the properties for the selected 
waveforms, antenna patterns, transmitters, receivers, and the requested output. All of 
these properties are introduced in chapter 3, but described in detail in chapter 5 along 
with how to model a 3D environment. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Example of an XML-Encoded Scenario File 
 
 During operation, Rayzer takes the scenario file and models each individual 
timestep in the given environment, managing the calculations by sending calculation 
requests to the ray tracing software on the Colfax server. The output from these 
calculations is then parsed, sending the attenuator settings for each timestep to the 
BounceHaus database. This process may be time consuming, depending on the level 
of detail of the environment and selected parameters, but only needs to be done once 




supplied ray tracing environment and the managing of several calculations. The 
details of node placement and environment generation are discussed in chapter 5. 
2.2.2  Testbed Operation 
 
 Unlike MeshTest, BounceHaus performs all signal characteristics calculations 
in the Precomputation phase, avoiding any calculations during Testbed Operation. 
Upon user request, the Testbed Controller retrieves the dynamic attenuator settings 
for a scenario from the BounceHaus database. Operating on the Switch Control 
Server, it then initiates the experiment in real time, sending attenuator commands to 
the RF switch for each timestep in the scenario. The dynamic attenuator settings 
retrieved from the database are contained in an XML-encoded file. An example is 
shown in figure 2.6. In this file, attenuator settings are specified for each timestep in 
the scenario. If there is no attenuation specified for an attenuator, the Testbed 
Controller sets its attenuation to 127 dB. This applies a total of 164dB of attenuation 
due to insertion loss, blocking any communication between the intended node pair. 
 




Chapter 3: Wireless Channel Modeling 
3.1  Basics of RF Propagation 
 When transmitting data over a wireless channel, the transmitter first 
modulates the information onto a carrier frequency in the form of an electromagnetic 
plane wave. The signal is then radiated into the environment, undergoing attenuation, 
phase shifts, and frequency shifts due to interactions in the environment before 
reaching the receiving antenna. The receiver's ability to then correctly demodulate the 
received signal is dependent on the received signal power in relation to the 
interference and noise on the channel, known as the Signal to Interference and Noise 
Ratio (SINR). This process of sending information between a transmitter and receiver 
in a wireless medium is more thoroughly discussed below and is depicted in figure 
3.1 (obtained from [5]). This figure subdivides the noise sources of a wireless channel 




Figure 3.1: Contributions to Noise in the Wireless Channel 
  
 The initial radiation and propagation of a wireless signal through an 




antenna describes how effectively the antenna converts an input power into 
electromagnetic waves in a specified direction, the opposite being true for the gain at 
the receiving end. Antenna gain is usually defined as the ratio of the power produced 
by the antenna to the power produced by an isotropic antenna, expressed in units of 
dBi. A positive gain corresponds to an increased radiated or received power for the 
specified direction, while a negative gain corresponds to a decreased radiated or 
received power for the specified direction. When a direction is not specified, the gain 
refers to the maximum gain over all directions. Figure 3.2 shows the vertical and 
horizontal antenna gain patterns of a 3dBi half-wave dipole antenna. The patterns 





Figure 3.2: Vertical and Horizontal Antenna Gain Patterns for a 3 dBi Half-Wave 
Dipole 
 The interactions between propagating electromagnetic waves and objects in an 
environment play a primary role in the magnitude of the received power. These 
interactions include ground bounces, reflections, diffractions, transmissions, and 




power depends on the dielectric properties of the material as well as the object size in 
relation to a wavelength. Mobile transceivers can also introduce frequency shifts due 
to doppler effects. Because an antenna radiates a signal in several directions, there 
exist several paths from the transmitter to the receiver, known as multipath. Each path 
is attenuated and phase altered by its interactions with the environment, arriving at the 
receiver at different times. The spread of arrival times is called the delay spread. The 
contribution of each path to the total received power is determined by its phase upon 
arrival in comparison to the other paths. Signals that are in phase will result in 
constructive interference, while signals that are out of phase will result in destructive 
interference. How the receiver decides which paths to combine is further discussed in 
chapter 5. 
 The multiplicative environmental effects on signals mentioned above can be 
split into three types of fading: large-scale fading, medium-scale fading (shadowing), 
and small-scale fading (fast fading), all of which are time-varying processes between 
the transmitting and receiving antennas [5]. Large-scale fading is defined as the 
overall field strength as a function of frequency and distance. This type of fading is 
due to waves traversing through free space, a deterministic effect.  When fading is 
caused by objects that are static to the environment, it is called shadowing. 
Shadowing introduces significant variations over large distances based on how the 
objects are positioned in the environment. Lastly, fast-fading consists of sharp 
variations over short distances, usually a fraction of a wavelength, caused by small 
moving objects and the constructive or destructive interference of multiple wave 




between two buildings (shown in black), based on a fixed transmitter location (shown 
in white and positioned in the middle of the red). The red shows an area of higher 
received power while purple shows an area of lower received power. The gradual 
drop in received power radiating from the transmitter shows large-scale fading. 
Obvious drops in received power occur due to the obstructions of the smaller 
building, an example of shadowing. Many examples of fast fading can be seen by the 




Figure 3.3: Mapping of Received Power Produced by Wireless InSite 
 
 Additive noise present in the environment comes from sources both internal 
and external to the receiver. The receiver itself produces both thermal radiation and 
noise generated from active and passive devices. This noise is considered to be 
constant and can be modeled as AWGN. External to the receiver, other similar 
devices, in this thesis other 802.11b devices, operating on the channel of interest or 




802.11b channel spans 22 MHz, only channels 1, 6, and 11 are isolated from one 
another. Other research [13][19] has shown that non-802.11 devices such as 
Bluetooth and microwaves can be sources of bursty interference.  
 After converting the transmit power to the log domain (dBm), the received 
power of a wireless signal can be expressed as: 
 
 Prx = Ptx + Gtx + Grx - PL (3.1) 
 
   
where Prx  is the received power, Ptx  is the transmitted power, Gtx and Grx  are the 
antenna gain at the transmitter and receiver, and PL is the overall path loss over the 
wireless channel [34]. The overall path loss PL can be computed by: 
 
 PL = Ll +Ls +Lf (3.2) 
 
 
where Ll is the path loss due to large-scale fading, Ls is the path loss due to 
shadowing, and Lf  is the path loss due to fast fading. Fast fading proves to be the 
hardest to model since it would require complete knowledge of the environment, 
including details of transient objects and other radio interference. Hence, Lf  is 
modeled separately from Ll  and Ls  by treating fast fading as a random variable and 
using statistical models such as Raleigh or Ricean distributions [39][31]. Most path 
loss models focus on determining Ll  and Ls  as they capture the overall behavior of 







3.2  Path Loss Models 
 
 Decades of development has led to a plethora of path loss models of a wide 
variety. This is a result of the complexities of different RF environments and the 
difficulty of accurately predicting field strength within them. In this section, we will 
first give a brief overview of the categories of path loss models that have been 
proposed, followed by a discussion on the performance of these models. 
3.2.1  Categorization 
 
 In [29], Phillips et al. conduct an extensive survey of more than 50 proposed 
path loss models from the last 60 years. They describe 30 of these models in detail, 
highlighting the key differences between the various types of models. This work 
provides a rare update to the research community and can be used as a guideline for 
choosing a path loss model for a preferred environment. The authors also proposed a 
new taxonomy for path loss models, grouping them into seven major categories and 
fourteen subcategories. The major categories consist of: 
 
1) Theoretical/Foundational Models 
2) Basic Models 
3) Terrain Models 
4) Supplementary Models 
5) Stochastic Fading Models 
6) Many-Ray Models 
7) Active Measurements Models 
 
 Theoretical/Foundational models are purely analytical and idealize the theory 
behind electromagnetic wave propagation. These models are quite simple and are 
usually a function of distance, frequency, and antenna height of the transmitter and 




based on measurements taken in one or more environments. These models compute 
path loss over a single path and are the most numerous. Terrain models behave like 
Basic models, but try to account for additional losses due to diffractions, such as 
Fresnel zone blockage. These models require knowledge of the terrain, usually in the 
form of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Supplementary models are not new 
approaches, but make corrections to existing models, correcting for phenomenon such 
as frequency coverage, obstructions, and directivity. Stochastic fading models focus 
on adding the effects of fast fading by adding a random variable to the path loss 
model. Popular fast fading models include Raleigh or Ricean distributions. Many-Ray 
models consist of ray tracing methods that look at the multiple paths that exist 
between a transmitter and receiver in a highly detailed environment, and are able to 
calculate signal characteristics other than path loss, such as delay spread and phase 
information. Ray Tracing methods will be further discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
The categories previously mentioned are a priori, using previously obtained 
knowledge of an environment, whether that be empirical data or known details of the 
physical environment. Active measurement models use no prior knowledge of an 
environment, but provide a method for collecting sample measurements and 
predicting values for specified locations. These methods usually detail how 








3.2.2  Performance 
 
 Even with today's overwhelming pool of path loss models, the differences 
between them and their performance in a particular environment are difficult to 
assess. In most published works, authors collect data from their environment of 
interest to develop and evaluate their proposed model or improvement on an existing 
model, usually providing a comparison with a select few competing models. The data 
used for comparison is seldom available to the research community making it difficult 
to conduct comparative evaluations. Since it is unclear how model performance will 
translate from one domain to another, it is best to look at comparative studies 
involving a large number of path loss models over a common realistic dataset from a 
diverse set of environments (urban, rural, indoor). 
  In this thesis, we're interested in the path loss prediction in urban 
environments between devices operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. For our 
performance evaluation in comparison to other path loss models, we'll focus on a 
study that conducted extensive comparative evaluation between a diverse set of path 
loss models using realistic data set from a production network, CU WART 
(University of Colorado Wide Area Radio Testbed) [28]. This is the first study of its 
kind looking at results in the widely used 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands, analyzing 30 
path loss models spanning 65 years of publications. Not all models analyzed were 
designed exactly for the sort of environment being studied. The authors state that 
because many researchers use models well outside their coverage requirements, all 
models would be given equal chance for making predictions, eliminating any bias. 




on rooftops around the CU campus and in Boulder, Colorado. The devices can 
electrically change their antenna pattern, and are changed to represent both directional 
and omnidirectional antennas for the collected data sets. 
 The study used four sets of measurements to best capture the behavior of a 
general urban environment, not just one in particular. The first set was collected from 
CU WART, looking at RSS measurements in rooftop-to-rooftop scenarios. The 
second data set came from a municipal wireless mesh network in Portland, where 70 
access points were installed on utility poles in a 2km by 2km grid. This data set is 
representative of ground-to-ground scenarios in urban environments. The third data 
set represents a wide area infrastructure and was conducted using CU WART. The 
scenario consisted of one transmitter communicating with several mobile ground-
based nodes. Finally, the fourth data set was a reference set used for comparison. The 
data was collected by the COST-231 group at 900MHz in Munich, Germany. 
 From the four data sets, the authors concluded that no single model was able 
to accurately predict path loss consistently, showing that models that performed well 
in one scenario had poor performance in others. They found that only after tuning the 
models with measurements from the collected data sets, a best-case performance of 8-
9 dB Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) could be obtained. Models that could not be 
tuned achieved a best-case performance of 12-15 dB RMSE.  Both of these RMSE 
bounds agree with other publications in the field, as pointed out in [28]. We will use 






3.3  Ray Tracing 
 
 Ray Tracing falls under the Many-Ray category of path loss models and 
consists of a much different approach. This approach is purely physics-based, treating 
electromagnetic waves as rays that propagate through a site-specific environment 
according to the laws of Geometric Optics (GO). Individual rays are cast from a 
specified transmitter, undergoing reflections, transmissions, and diffractions found 
using the Geometric Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [20] before reaching a specified 
receiver. This requires a detailed description of the structures that exist within an 
environment, including positions, shapes, and material properties. Path loss is 
calculated by summing the contributions of each individual ray that reaches the 
receiver, more accurately modeling RF wave propagation and hardware functionality. 
But this approach goes beyond calculating path loss, providing more detailed 
information of each path such as phase, direction of arrival, and time of arrival. These 
methods are used to evaluate the electric field strength and make predictions of signal 
characteristics in a site-specific environment, allowing for immense customization of 
environment detail. Signal predictions can be done in both real world representations 
and hypothetical environments. Moreover, ray tracing methods are not constrained by 
the limitations of path loss models caused by how they were derived. For example, 
empirical path loss models contain antenna height and frequency range restrictions as 
a result of the heuristics based on statistical analysis in the environment the model 
was initially developed.  
 While overcoming the restrictions of path loss models, ray tracing techniques 




computation and data requirements [29]. The inclusion of reflected, transmitted, and 
diffracted ray interactions during propagation in realistic 3D environments often 
results in complex and slow calculation procedures, especially compared to 2D 
environments. A majority of recent work hasn't been focused on accuracy, but instead 
optimization and preprocessing while maintaining the accuracy. A survey of various 
ray tracing methods (optimization) and ray tracing acceleration techniques 
(preprocessing) can be found in [15]. Along with advances in ray tracing methods, 
computational times have been greatly reduced by the progression of high 
performance hardware including today's multi-core processors and GPU capabilities.  
 Although computation requirements have become less of a factor, the 
accuracy of ray tracing is tightly coupled to the amount of detail in the modeled 
environment. Accurate predictions require a precise description of the buildings, 
terrain, and other objects including their shape, position, elevation, and material 
properties (permittivity and conductivity).  General building footprints, positions, and 
elevations can be obtained from aerial photography or Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR) and can be expensive, but many digital databases are available providing 
this data. However, because it is uncertain how precise this data is and the material 
properties of each surface may not be known, using this data in a ray tracing 
environment can only provide approximations for RF signal characteristics. Near 
prefect accuracy would require complete knowledge of an environment down to the 
nearest wavelength, detail which is hard to come by and time consuming to create. 
This would include the impossible task of modeling all transient objects and other 




 Despite having large data requirements, many researchers have shown that 
accurate results can be obtained even with generalized environment details. In [36], 
measurements are taken in two cities in Switzerland at a frequency of 1890 MHz and 
compared with 2D ray tracing results. In this study, the authors used only a general 
building layout, estimated electrical characteristics of building walls, base-station 
location, antenna patterns, and frequency. They found that even with their 
assumptions and generalizations, they were able to obtain mean errors of 1-8 dB. In 
[30], measurements were compared in two residential areas in Trenton, NJ. Two 
base-stations were used to transmit from different heights, at and above rooftop, while 
a van containing the receiver drove down predefined routes. The average and 
standard deviation of the error between measured and predicted results were less than 
1 and 5 dB, respectively.  
 In [22], AT&T Bell Laboratories made comparisons between a collected set of 
measurements from Rosslyn, VA and compared them to predictions from their 3D ray 
tracing tool. In these measurements, two vans acted as the transmitter and receiver, 
driving down predefined routes in the streets of Rosslyn collecting path loss 
measurements at both 908 MHz and 1.9 GHz. The building models were created from 
extensive aerial photography and complex detail was removed for faster 
computations. The environment studied consisted of both low residential buildings as 
well as the high rise structures in the downtown area. It was found that that their tool 
predicted the propagation loss with a mean error of less than 7dB and a standard 





3.4  Wireless InSite 
 
 In this thesis we have chosen Remcom's EM wave propagation software suite, 
Wireless InSite® (WI) [32]. Wireless InSite is a suite of ray tracing models and high-
fidelity EM solvers for predicting the effects of buildings, terrain, and other objects 
based on the placement of transmitters and receivers in a 3D environment. Urban, 
indoor, rural, or mixed path environments can be built within WI using its editing 
tools, or imported through a number of popular file formats. The calculations are 
made by shooting rays from the transmitters, propagating them throughout the 
defined environment and finding interactions with environmental features before 
reaching the receivers. These interactions include transmissions through features, 
reflections off feature faces, and diffractions around features. The propagation paths 
and signal strength coverage can be viewed using the project view, a 3D environment 
viewer. This GUI allows for easy configuration of a simulation and provides access to 
other requested outputs. All calculations are done by a separate executable, the 
calculation engine. The calculation engine writes all output to specific files (ASCII 
format) from which the GUI reads. The rest of this section is dedicated to describing 
the main features of WI after first showing the performance of WI in an urban 
environment. A full description of how WI is integrated into the BounceHaus testbed 
is given in chapter 5. 
 
3.4.1  Performance 
 
 This subsection presents one of many validations made by Remcom for WI. 




city of Ottawa, CA and compared them to predictions made within WI. All 
measurements were made at a frequency of 910 MHz between a stationary transmitter 
and a mobile receiver. The transmitter had a height of 8.5m while the receiver had a 
height of 3.65m. Figure 3.4 shows the 1000m x 1600m area in which the 
measurements were taken. The bright green dot represents the transmitter location 
while the red line is the path of the mobile receiver (Albert Street).  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Section of Ottawa Showing Transmitter and Receivers 
 
 
 Footprints of the buildings were obtained from maps in [41] since no building 
data was given. Due to a lack of building height information, the predictions in WI all 
use the 2D Urban Canyon propagation model which assumes infinitely tall structures. 
The terrain in WI was modeled as a flat terrain since no terrain was included in the 
original paper. Also, no information about building materials was reported. Material 
properties of both the building materials and terrain were set to numbers suggested by 




 Figure 3.5 shows the results of the receivers on Albert Street. The figure plots 
the measurements against both the Urban Canyon predictions and free space path 
loss. The free space path loss was included to show the loss of attenuation due to 
buildings. Figure 3.6 shows another set of measurements and predictions from 
placing the receiver route on the next parallel street to the north (Queen Street). From 
both of these figures, it can be seen that the predicted path loss was mostly within 10 
dB of the measured values. The few regions with a considerable amount of error were 
attributed to objects in the environment that were not modeled in WI. Also, it is 
important to note that these results were obtained with minimal effort in environment 
modeling. Validations using measurements in other cities and environments can be 











Figure 3.6: Path Gain of Queen Street 
 
3.4.2  Terrain & Building Models 
 
 When creating a terrain, users can either use the built-in terrain editor or 
import a terrain profile from one of the supported file formats, including Digital 
Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) or Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The built-in 
editor can be used to define the elevation of individual vertices or materials of 
individual faces that form the terrain. WI also supports the modeling of foliage, 
represented by a polygonal shape and a material specifying the type of vegetation. 
 WI uses three built-in formats to model buildings and objects, these include 
city, floor plan, and object. The city format is designed to represent the layout of 
buildings and structures that make up a city and is edited using the city editor, 
defining the heights and footprints of individual structures. This format can support 
building models of any shape, but was intended for rectangular vertical walls and a 




buildings (an urban environment). The floor plan format allows for the analysis of 
indoor environments, specifying the location and size of walls, windows, doors, 
floors, ceilings, and hallways. The floor plan editor is used to place features and apply 
material properties. The object format is intended for items such as vehicles, posts, 
tables, and other various items that exist in the environment. An editor is available to 
create basic polygonal shapes, but it is best to import these objects. All three of these 
formats (city, floor plan, and object) can be imported using the supported file formats 
which include Drawing Exchange Format (DXF), ESRI Shapefile, or raster data of 
building heights commonly obtained by aerial photography or Light Detection and 
Ranging (LIDAR). 
 
3.4.3  Materials 
 
 All terrain and defined structures are represented by a collection of faces, each 
having its own material properties. Table 3.1 shows the built-in database of materials 
that was collected from various sources. Each material type has several defined 
properties such as roughness, thickness, relative permittivity, electrical conductivity, 
and reflection and transmission coefficients. Users can modify any of these material 
properties and save the new material type as a new material, or create the new 
material supplying the material properties listed above. The default properties for the 





















Dense Deciduous Forest In Leaf 
Sparse Deciduous Forest In Leaf 
Dense Deciduous Forest Out Leaf 
Sparse Deciduous Forest Out Leaf 
Dense Pine Forest 
Free Space 
Perfect Absorber 
Layered Drywall  Sparse Pine Forest  
  Grass  
Table 3.1: Database of Materials Built-in to Wireless InSite. 
 
 
3.4.4  Transmitter & Receiver Sets 
 
 Wireless InSite provides several types of transmitter/receiver sets that can be 
used to analyze the characteristics of an environment. Some of these types include 
points, routes, trajectory, XY grid, vertical surface, arc, and vertical arc. The points 
set is the most straight-forward method of placement, specifying the location of each 
transmitter/receiver independently. A route is composed of a series of evenly spaced 
points connected by line segments. A trajectory can model moving points along a 
path and is made up of several connected routes. An XY grid allows a large area to be 
covered with evenly spaced points on the horizontal plane, exactly what the name 
implies. A vertical surface is the same as an XY grid except in the vertical plane. 
Horizontal and vertical arc sets can be used, specifying the radius and degree of 
separation. Other sets include cylinder, sphere, polygon, points on face, and plane 
waves.  
 Transmitter and receiver sets have several properties that can be defined. 
Properties in common with one another include location, height, point spacing 
(depending on set type), antenna type (see section 3.4.4), antenna orientation, and 




given in dBm. Additional properties unique to a receiver include the noise figure and 
collection radius. The noise figure (dB) is simply the contribution of the receiver 
itself to thermal noise at its output. The collection radius defines an area around each 
receiver point where if reached by a propagating path, that path is considered to have 
reached the receiver point.  
  
3.4.5  Antennas 
 
 Each transmitter and receiver point is associated with an antenna as required 
for propagation calculations. WI offers several built-in antenna models, including 
short dipole, short monopole, linear dipole, half-wave dipole, linear monopole, 
quarter-wave monopole, axial mode helix, circular and rectangular loops, circular and 
rectangular apertures, circular and rectangular patch, horn, and parabolic reflector. WI 
also offers three general, synthesized patterns, omnidirectional, directional, and 
isotropic. Most antenna properties available depend on which antenna is selected. 
Properties common among all patterns include maximum gain, receiver threshold, 
and noise temperature. The receiver threshold is a specified value (dBm) that 
determines which ray paths to ignore at the receiver point.   
 WI also supports user-defined antenna patterns in a format specified in [32]. 
These patterns can be easily produced and imported by specifying gain and phase at 
various degrees in a spherical coordinate system. Other formats such as National 






3.4.6  Waveforms 
 
 Each transmitter and receiver point is associated with a defined waveform. WI 
offers a selection of built-in waveforms such as blackman envelope, chirp, Gaussian, 
Gaussian derivative, hamming envelope, hanning envelope, raised cosine, root raised 
cosine, sinusoid, and turkey envelope. Each waveform carries its own set of defined 
properties. Properties common among all waveforms include the carrier frequency, 
effective bandwidth, and phase. WI can also import a user-defined waveform using a 
format specified in [32]. 
3.4.7  Study Areas 
 
 A study area defines a region in which to perform a simulation. Only 
transmitters, receivers, and objects that lie within the study area boundary are 
considered during calculations. Any ray paths outside of this boundary are simply 
discarded. Study areas also offer users control over various parameters during a 
simulation. These parameters include the propagation model, ray spacing (degree at 
which rays are launched), ray tracing method, allowed interactions, and the number of 
each type of interaction allowed. The suite of propagation models and ray tracing 
methods used are discussed in section 3.4.8. Another important parameter is how to 
sum complex electric fields which has three options. The first option, 'None', sums 
the powers of each path while ignoring phase. In the second option, 'All', fields are 
summed with all phase information. Finally, the 'Correlated' option combines the 
phase of paths that follow nearly the same path in the environment, then summing the 
powers of the correlated groups. Many of the mentioned parameters will be evaluated 




3.4.8  Propagation Models 
  
 Originally developed for outdoor urban radio propagation predictions, 
Wireless InSite has been extend to offer various propagation models for irregular 
terrain, foliage, indoor, and mixed environments. Available ray-based models include 
Full 3D, X3D, Urban Canyon, and Vertical Plane. These models combine ray-tracing 
algorithms with the UTD [3], evaluating the complex electric field of each ray path 
between a transmitter and receiver. WI also offers additional models such as Free 
Space, HATA, and COST-HATA, as well as full-wave Urban Canyon FDTD and 
Moving Window FDTD. These full-wave models simulate radio wave propagation by 
using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) [42] method, directly solving 
Maxwell's equations. Although integrating WI allows for the use of any of these 
models, we'll focus our validations on the most comprehensive model, Full 3D.  
 The Full 3D model is the most general of the available ray-based models and 
can be applied in any environment or terrain. It is the only model that places no 
restriction on object shape and includes transmissions through surfaces. Two 
available ray tracing methods are available with the Full 3D model: Eigenray and the 
Shooting and Bouncing Ray (SBR) [38] method. These methods are used to 
propagate rays through the environment including the effects of reflections, 
transmissions, and diffractions on the electric field.  
 The Eigenray method involves the construction of ray paths between a 
transmitter and receiver that satisfy Fermat's Principle of least time, excluding 
refractions at transmission points. This method allows a maximum of three reflections 






 where NF is the number of faces in the environment and X is the 
number of reflections and diffractions allowed for any path, the max being three. The 
limitation of the number of allowed reflections and diffractions as well as the 
computation time required by using image theory has encouraged us to use the more 
popular and widely used SBR method.  
 The SBR method works by first tracing ray paths through the 2D geometry 
without regard for the location of specific field points. Rays are launched from each 
transmitter at a set angular spacing, the ray spacing, to find specular reflections off 
building walls up to the number of allowed reflections defined by the user. It is highly 
unlikely that rays launched at discrete angles will reach the exact point of the 
receiver, so a defined area is created to represent the receiver called the collection 
radius. Ray paths are determined to have reached the receiver if they pass through the 
receiver's collection radius, while ray paths that reach the study area boundary are 
simply discarded. After the rays have been shot and bounced from the transmitters, 
they are then shot from all of the diffracting edges that were found. Diffractions are 
found by using UTD, identifying discontinuities in the GO fields and determining the 
diffraction coefficients that will be used to calculate the field strength and phase for 
each direction away from the diffracting edge.  
 This procedure is repeated until the allowed number diffractions is reached. 
From the resulting database of 2D paths, the 3D paths are then constructed and used 
to evaluate the electric field strength. During this procedure, rays are sorted according 
to their interactions with feature faces in order to remove rays that follow essentially 




will be used to avoid over predicting field strength. The details of electric field 
evaluation can be found in [32]. 
 When using SBR, the Full 3D propagation model has a maximum of 30 
reflections, 4 diffractions, and 30 transmissions. Computation time is proportional to 
the number of faces in the project when no diffractions are requested. Requesting one 
diffraction results in a computation time proportional to the number of faces squared. 
Increasing the number of diffractions above one will further increase computation 
time, but not exponentially since SBR limits further diffractions to coplanar edges.  
 
3.4.9  Output & Filters 
 
 Wireless InSite offers several output types that describe the channel 
characteristics of a simulated environment. Some of these outputs being received 
power, path loss, path gain, propagation paths, time of arrival, delay spread, electric 
field magnitude, electric field phase, complex electric field, direction of arrival, 
direction of departure, complex impulse response, power delay profile, electric field 
vs. frequency, electric field vs. time, doppler shift, and diagnostic data. The outputs 
we're most interested in this thesis are received power and path loss, which will be 
used for validation against field tests and as attenuator settings for the RF switch.   
 The way in which received power is calculated is determined by the 'Sum 
complex electric fields' option discussed in section 3.4.7. A more complete 
description of the following received power equations can be found in [32]. If no 
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where Np is the number of paths, and Pi is the time averaged power (Watts) of the i
th
 
path. Pi is given by: 
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where   is the wavelength,   is the impedance of free space (377 Ω),      and      are 
the theta and phi components of the electric field of the i
th
 path calculated by the 
requested propagation model,           and           are the direction of arrival 
components, and β is the overlap of the frequency spectrum of the transmitted 
waveform and the spectrum of the frequency sensitivity of the receiver. 
 If fields are to be combined with all phase information, the received power is 
given by: 
 
    
   
    
                              
  






   
If fields are to be combined using the 'Correlated' option, the received power is given 
by: 
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where    is the number of groups.    is the time average power of each group of 
correlated paths, given by: 
 
    
   
    
                              
  









   
where   is the number of paths in the j
th
 group.  
 The path loss output calculation is similar to equation 3.1 and is given by: 
 
                                                     (3.8) 
 
   
where         and         are transmitted and received power,         and 
        are the gains of the transmitter and receiver with respect to antenna 
orientation, and        is the sum of other losses in the system. A description of the 
other output types can be found in [32]. 
 Output filters provide a convenient way to isolate ray paths with specific 
interactions, defining a subset of the paths found during simulation. Filters can be 
applied defining the min and max values for properties for each ray path. These 
properties include power, time of arrival, and excess time of arrival. Excess time of 
arrival (ETOA) is the delay of each path after the first arriving path at the receiver. 















Chapter 4: Measurement Methodology 
 In the following chapters, field test measurements will be used for guidance 
on environment and receiver modeling, as well as validation of modeling techniques. 
Field test measurements need to be collected in a manner that best represents a 
MANET or DTN. This type of network requires measurements to be collected 
between each node pair, requiring every node be independent from others and capable 
of both transmitting and receiving simultaneously throughout the duration of a field 
test. Equipment such as channel sounders could be used to capture the impulse 
response of the channel providing detailed multipath information. However, their cost 
can be quite prohibitive, not to mention the trouble of managing multiple channel 
sounders in our topology of interest.  
 In this thesis, we take advantage of inexpensive commodity hardware and use 
802.11b packet-based RSS measurements to calculate the path loss between node 
pairs. Unlike other research using a similar approach [17][11], we apply 
modifications that alter 802.11b behaviors, enabling our hardware to reliably collect 
accurate RSS measurements without interruption. Using commodity hardware comes 
with a few disadvantages including the lack of RF interference characterization, the 
resolution of measurements which is limited by packet transmit rates, and having to 
cope with channel congestion. Measurements cannot be collected RSS values for 
packets that fail to demodulate. Also, packet-based methods are not able to obtain 
specific multipath information and are limited to RSS. The current testbed 




RSS will suffice. In the following sections we describe the basic hardware setup, 
hardware modifications, data collection procedure, and then address any reservations 
of using commodity hardware by conducting calibration and performance analysis.  
4.1  Hardware Setup 
 
 RSS measurements are captured using three Dell Latitude R6500 laptops, 
each equipped with the 802.11a/b/g Atheros AR5424 wireless chipset. The wireless 
card is connected to an external omnidirectional antenna mounted on the side of the 
laptop using a U.Fl to RP-SMA pigtail adapter, shown in figure 4.1. Each antenna 
was tested in an anechoic chamber and was found to have approximately 3 dBi of 
gain, as opposed to the 5 dBi gain claimed by the manufacturer (details in section 
5.3.3). With our hardware setup, nodes can be configured as a transmitter or a 
receiver, or both. As previously mentioned, all field tests presented in this thesis have 
nodes configured as both in order to represent a MANET or DTN topology.  
 
 





  For transmitting, a node is configured as an Access Point (AP) by running 
hostapd. This allows for a continuous stream of 802.11b beacons to be broadcast at a 
low modulation rate of 1 Mbps from which receivers will take RSS measurements. 
The beacon interval can be set within the hostapd configuration file and will be 
changed depending on the field test conducted. The ability to associate with this AP 
has been disabled by modifying the hostapd acceptance list, assuring that 802.11 
devices external to the experiment are not connecting to our nodes. The transmit 
power of every node is set at 20 dBm and is kept constant during every field test, 
transmitting the 802.11b beacons on the least congested channel. Beacons are tagged 
with sequence numbers, enabling us to detect when packet reception fails due to 
interference, poor RSS, or deep fades.  
  For receiving, we create a virtual interface and put it into monitor mode on 
the same channel as the transmitter. Received packets can then be logged by running 
tcpdump on that interface.  From this log, we're able to retrieve the RSS and MAC 
timestamps for individual packets, as well as other information about transmissions 
on the channel. The Atheros AR5424 based cards measure RSSI at the beginning of 
packet acquisition, so RSSI readings are quick samples and not an average of the 
whole packet [17]. The RSS measurements resulting from RSSI to RSS vendor 
mappings are given with 1 dBm granularity. In addition, the receiver has a sensitivity 






4.2  Hardware Modifications 
 
 The hardware setup described in the previous section enables a node to act as 
both a transmitter and receiver. But in order to enable commodity hardware as a 
reliable measurement tool, certain hardware modifications are required to alter the 
intended behavior of our wireless cards. The following modifications are aimed at 
achieving two goals: broadcasting a continuous stream of beacons without any 
interruptions, and attain accurate and reliable RSS measurements.  
 
4.2.1  Continuous Beacon Transmission 
 
 The first modification ensures continuous beacon transmissions by disabling 
network discovery. Virtually all Linux distributions use Network Manager to manage 
all available nearby networks. Users can either select their network or Network 
Manager can automatically associate with an access point of the strongest signal. 
Keeping an updated list of available networks involves periodic scans of all available 
channels, each scan lasting up to a few seconds. From our observations, any beacon 
transmitted within the time frame of the frequency scan would in turn be transmitted 
at the frequency of the current channel being scanned. Since we desire a continuous 
stream of beacon transmissions on the same channel as the receiver, we simply 
disable the Network Manager before any field test.  
 While the first modification prevents a node from disrupting network traffic 
for network discovery, the second modification prevents disruptions in beacon 
transmissions by responding to requests from other devices (e.g. probe and 




potentially delay the transmission of the next beacon. This issue becomes more of a 
concern when using short beacon intervals in an environment comprised of numerous 
802.11 devices. To allow only for the transmission of beacons, we modified the 
mac80211 kernel module to drop unwanted packets from the transmit queue before 
transmission.  
  
4.2.2  Reliable RSS Measurements 
  
 Figure 4.2 shows two raw signal traces collected after applying the 
modifications described in the previous section. The traces were both collected by 
standing in a parking with the distance between the transmitter and receiver being 5m 
and 60m. While the traces show the continuous beacon stream resulting from the 
application of the proposed modifications, they also demonstrate that periodically, 
and only for a single packet, the RSS drops by a significant amount compared to 
neighboring packets. These sudden drops in RSS are a result of two wireless link 
adaptation mechanisms, the first being antenna diversity. The antenna diversity 
mechanism is found in most commodity hardware devices and allows for the 
switching of antennas to improve the quality and reliability of a wireless link. 
Giustiniano et al. [11] discovered that Atheros based cards employ the following 
diversity control mechanisms: 
 1) antenna switching performed for data retransmission 
 2) antenna switching performed on the loss of two consecutive packets  
Since we are only using one antenna in our field tests, any RSS reading from or 
transmission on the second antenna interface will result in lower measurements, 








Figure 4.2: RSS Drops due to Wireless Link Adaptation Mechanisms 
 
Even when disabling antenna diversity, drops in RSS could still be observed similar 
to those shown in figure 4.2. Discovered in [25], these power drops were caused by a 
calibration procedure which was invoking a peak-to-average power detection 
mechanism (PAPD), causing the wireless card to transmit the next packet with the 
lowest possible power while monitoring transmit power to compute gain. These 
packets are easily isolated and filtered out of the trace data for all of our field tests. 
The resulting traces are shown in figure 4.3. Because of their low frequency, filtering 
out these packets will not affect our analysis. Further calibration for RSS accuracy is 






Figure 4.3: RSS Correction by Filtering 
 
4.3  Data Collection Procedure 
 
 This section describes the general data collection procedure common among 
all field tests in this thesis. Details unique to each field test will be presented in 
chapter 6.  
 Before conducting a field test, all nodes used are plugged into a power source 
to charge their batteries. All of our mobility is generated by walking over pre-defined 
paths, but if cars were used one could use a power adapter to keep a node charged 
during the field test.  Also, all nodes are connected to the internet and use the 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) for clock synchronization. When powered off or 
disconnected for a long period of time, the nodes rely on their hardware clocks and 




 To combat the difficulties of conducting outdoor field tests, a program with an 
interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) called "Keith's Field Test Helper" (KFTH) 
was developed to simplify the data collection process. KFTH can be configured 
through the GUI or through an input configuration file. Settings in the configuration 
file include project name, node number, wireless interface, channel, enabling as a 
transmitter or receiver, and MACs of interest. The project name and node number are 
used in the program's file system to better organize field test data. The wireless 
interface and channel are used to configure hostapd and tcpdump, only being initiated 
based on the functionality of that node specified during configuration. The MACs of 
interest are a list of MAC addresses of the other nodes in the field test.  
 When all of the configuration settings are specified, KFTH first checks that 
the correct kernel modules are running and turns off the network manager. It then 
creates a virtual interface running in monitor mode on the specified channel. This 
interface is used by tcpdump to log received packets in a pcap file and also by tshark, 
running a live capture to update the display with the devices in communication range 
along with their RSS, shown in figure 4.4. The user can either view all devices in 
range or just the devices with their MAC addresses listed in the configuration. The 
display also shows a log of events, including the creation and manipulation of 
interfaces, initialization of programs, and any errors that occur during operation.  
Field tests are conducted by using the start and stop buttons controlling hostapd and 
tcpdump. The GUI also shows an activity bar making it easier for the user to tell 




collecting process, taking much of the difficulty away from the user and providing a 
debugging tool allowing for quick adjustments. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: View of Field Test GUI 
 
 While running KFTH during an experiment, nodes are held so that the 
omnidirectional antennas are pointing toward the zenith sky, maintaining their 
vertical polarization. If the position of the nodes results in obvious RF propagation 
through the body of the conductor, a mount will be used to elevate the antenna above 
the conductor, limiting undesirable attenuation in the near field. Each conductor uses 
a clock script to record the UNIX timestamp of when the node reaches each point on 




 The original plans for the field tests conducted in this thesis involved using 
GPS devices to keep track of node locations. Unfortunately, the devices available to 
us were only accurate to approximately 10 feet at any given time. After conducting 
several traces on the UMD campus, we observed large discrepancies between 
repeated traces. For our desired level of accuracy, it was decided to contend with 
human error of marking times to predefined locations and limit our field tests to 
smaller areas. Future work will involve more accurate GPS devices and field test 
scenarios taking advantage of the entire modeled area. 
 Although an impossible feat, our best effort was given to try and control 
environmental conditions. All tests were conducted at times when few people and 
cars were around, trying to mitigate fast fading due to transient objects in the 
environment. Field test data was discarded if a car drove into the field test area.  
 
4.4  Calibration & Performance 
 
 This section is focused on the performance of our modified commodity 
hardware as a reliable measurement tool. Even with the previous modifications, there 
are issues common amongst commodity devices that can lead to variations in RSS 
measurements. The researchers in [25] found that even though wireless cards allow 
for per-packet power control, they also exhibit anomalous fluctuations in transmitted 
power most likely caused by adaptation/diversity/calibration mechanisms beyond 
what we have already corrected for using the previously mentioned modifications. 
Judd et al. [18] investigated the causes behind asymmetric link behavior observed by 




was the transmit power variation present across devices of the same model. Eleven 
seemingly identical wireless cards were tested and it was found that the cards fell into 
two groups. While one group showed similar average transmit powers, the other 
group exhibited significant variations. While wireless cards may be marketed and 
labeled as identical, it is possible they may come from different vendors. Judd et al. 
also concluded that link asymmetry is also a cause of additive effects of several 
causes usually local to a device in the environment. 
 Even when using homogeneous devices, RSS characterization should be 
performed for each wireless card to determine whether or not each device provides 
the desired level of accuracy and if any calibration is needed. Ideally, we would use 
an external source with a known transmit power like an Agilent Vector Signal 
Generator to calibrate our RSS measurements, removing transmit power 
uncertainties. However, the costs of such devices are quite prohibitive and while we 
did have access to one, we did not have the correct modules to transmit Wi-Fi 
packets.  
 For the RSS characterization of our devices, we first directly connect two of 
our nodes through a shielded RF cable while attaching a 10 dB attenuator. One node 
is configured to transmit beacons at 20 dBm while the other node is set to take RSS 
measurements. This is done with each node configured as a receiver and between all 
node pairs of our three nodes. It was found that in this simple case, all nodes had a 
mean error of less than 0.65 dB from the expected value. Note that all tests in this 




 Even though our wireless devices show great measurement accuracy for high 
RSS, it is imperative to look at both consistency and accuracy of RSS measurements 
at varying applied attenuation. To apply varying levels of attenuation, we place two 
of the nodes in shielded enclosures and connect them to our RF switch. We then 
varied the attenuation from 0 dB to 75 dB in 5 dB increments. This should bring the 
RSS measurements close to the receiver sensitivity of -95 dBm taking into 
consideration the insertion loss of the switch and added cable loss. Figure 4.5 shows 
the RSS measurements for the applied attenuations with the error bars representing 
one standard deviation. Looking at the standard deviation, we see two areas with 
increased variation. The attenuation range of 25 dB to 40 dB exhibits a standard 
deviation of approximately 1.1 dB, increasing from the 0.6 dB standard deviation at 
lower attenuations. We also see the region of 60 dB to 75 dB increase the standard 
deviation to approximately 1.5dB, although it was expected to see larger variations at 
lower RSS readings. In terms of accuracy, the mean error of these readings is less 
than 0.5 dBm except for the applied attenuations of 60dB to 75dB, which experience 
a mean error between 1.48dB and 1.95dB. Considering the typical fade margin is 
10dB, a mean error less than 2dB for lower RSS measurements is very reasonable. 






Figure 4.5: Accuracy and Consistency of Nodes over RF Switch  
 
 To better display the agreement between node measurements in a more 
realistic environment, we have conducted two field tests. The first field test was 
conducted in the hallways of our building. Two nodes were placed at the end of two 
different hallways, each 17m from the perpendicular intersection of two hallways 
resulting in a 34m route between them. During this test, nodes were set to both 
transmit and receive with one node stationary and the other walking towards the 
stationary node. A 30 second snapshot of approximately 300 RSS measurements 
within the 3 minute trace is shown in figure 4.6. Although both traces display many 
similar characteristics, a few regions of variation do exist. Even with these variations 






Figure 4.6: Snapshot of Walking Hallway Test 
 
 The second field test was conducted between two nodes in an open field, 
varying the distance by first 2.5m and 5m, then in 10m intervals from 10m to 120m. 
Each node was set to both transmit and receive with a beacon interval of 100ms, 
taking measurements at each position for approximately two minutes. Figure 4.7 
shows the average RSS measurements taken by each node at each distance, along 
with the free space path loss and predictions from Wireless InSite. Readings from 
both nodes were in good agreement, having a RMSE of only 0.75dB. When 
comparing measurements taken by both nodes to the predictions from WI, we get a 
worst case RMSE of only 1.76dB. Most notably, the measurements from both the 
field test and WI show a reduction of RSS at a distance of 30m. Given that the height 
of the nodes was approximately 1.3m, this distance represents the boundary of the 
first Fresnel zone. In this case, the radio waves reflecting off of the ground are 
arriving at the receiver out of phase, effectively reducing the RSS. By using WI, we 
can take advantage of phase information and hopefully increase the accuracy of 






Figure 4.7: Results of LOS Field Test 
  
 
 Overall, we've been able to obtain consistent and accurate RSS measurements 
in both ideal and realistic environments with each of our wireless cards. Moreover, 
the readings from each card has shown good agreement with the others; the worst 
case RMSE from our initial tests being 2.8 dB in a noisy office building. In later field 
tests, the effects of these variations will be mitigated using aggregation, limiting the 
effects of fast fading during our comparisons. Based on these findings, the 
inaccuracies produced by each device are not considered a significant source of error 









Chapter 5:  Integration of Wireless InSite 
 
 In this chapter, we discuss the integration of ray tracing software into the 
BounceHaus testbed. We explore the various parameters within WI, tuning them in 
attempt to properly model both the physical 3D environment and the hardware 
communicating over the physical medium. To do this, we have created 3D models of 
a selection of buildings from the University of Maryland (UMD) campus. Using field 
test measurements conducted at UMD (chapter 6), we will evaluate the performance 
of the BounceHaus testbed based on how we set parameters within WI (chapter 7). 
We will first focus on terrain and building modeling, discussing the levels of detail 
that will be analyzed, and then the parameter settings to properly model transmitter 
and receiver hardware. 
5.1  Terrain Model 
 
5.1.1  Terrain Detail 
 
 Figure 5.1 shows a color-coded topographical map of the section of UMD that 
we have modeled and will use for evaluation. This data was obtained from contacts at 
UMD who had the elevation of campus professionally mapped. From north to south, 
the elevation increases by 1.31m over approximately 200m. From east to west, the 
elevation increases by 4.67m over approximately 400m, mostly within the last 100m. 
All of the changes in elevation are gradual and there exist few drastic changes that 
would have a significant impact on our collected measurements. Because our terrain 




evaluation. The field tests used in this thesis were conducted in the center and eastern 
end of the modeled area, removing most uncertainty due to changes in elevation. 
Using a flat terrain in our WI environment will cause an elevation bias in the UMD 
model based on how the building heights are set and will be discussed in section 5.2. 
 Future work will involve realistic terrains using either the built-in terrain 
editor to create the sloped terrain, or by using the terrain data obtained from UMD. 
Applying terrain elevations will prove more valuable when conducting field tests that 
take full advantage of the area in which we have modeled. But, given the location and 
scale of our field tests, the impact of using a flat terrain will be less significant than 
the details of our building models. 
 







5.1.2  Material Selection 
 
 The characteristics of the reflections and transmissions depend heavily on the 
permittivity and conductivity of the materials that make up these surfaces [5]. As 
pointed out in [36], one reflection could have a variation of loss up to 6 dB, 
depending on the electrical parameters applied to the surface. Due to these variations, 
accurate predictions in site-specific propagation modeling require not only the details 
of structures in the environment, but a reasonable selection of permittivity and 
conductivity for building materials.  
 To further demonstrate the variations in loss due to reflections, we have 
provided a simulation from WI which is shown in figure 5.2. In this simulation, a 
hexagon structure with a circumradius of 10m is placed directly between a transmitter 
and a receiver. Each of the six faces on the hexagon is made up a different material 
from the WI database. These materials include brick, concrete, asphalt, dry sand, dry 
earth, and wet earth; their material properties can be found in [32]. A smaller hexagon 
structure given the material properties of a perfect absorber is placed between the 
transmitter and receiver in order to prevent a LOS path. The result of this setup will 
be a specular reflection off each face, one for each material type. We vary the angle 
(θ) from the removed LOS path between 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees by changing 
the distance between the transmitter and receiver, recording the path loss (dB) from 
each path. The transmitter was set to transmit with 20 dBm at a center frequency of 
2462 MHz. In table 5.1, we can see that a variation of 6 dB between material types is 












Material \ θ 15 30 45 60 75 
Brick -92.05 -103.3 -78.88 -55.30 -46.47 
Concrete -97.67 -80.81 -60.04 -52.32 -52.68 
Asphalt -93.59 -86.30 -64.65 -54.38 -48.68 
Dry Sand -91.72 -135.9 -67.77 -56.53 -50.55 
Dry Earth -91.72 -131.9 -68.77 -56.53 -50.55 
Wet Earth -104.8 -71.56 -57.86 -49.32 -44.28 
Table 5.1: Path Loss (dB) due to a Single Reflection off Different Materials 
 
 By observation, a low percentage of interactions in the WI representations of 
our field tests include a ground bounce. Because of this, and since the modeling of 
buildings is of greater focus in this thesis, the flat terrain will be comprised of a single 
material instead of a collection of several materials. As suggested in [36], we use 
measurements from our field tests to make preliminary comparisons, selecting the 
material that provides the closest match between predictions and measurements. After 
comparing the built-in terrain materials with our field test results, we found that the 





5.2  Building Models 
 
 A map of the University of Maryland campus [43] showing the area that we 
modeled is shown in figure 5.3. Besides being relatively flat, the selected area offered 
the largest building density with a street layout best suited for an urban environment 
field test. This selection also prevented us from having to model a larger section of 
campus, which would have increased the difficulty of organizing and conducting field 
tests. A map of the selected area of campus is shown in figure 5.4, along with the 
buildings names and identification numbers in table 5.2.  
 







Figure 5.4: Modeled Section of UMD Campus 
 
Name Identification Number 
A.V. Williams  115 
Animal Science/Agricultural Engineering 142 
Central Animal Resources Facility 087 
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering 090 
Chemistry 091 
Computer Science Instructional Center 406 
Energy Research Facility 223 
Engineering Annex 093 
Engineering Laboratory 089 
Glenn L. Martin 088 
Institute for Physical Science and Tech. 085 
Instructional Television Facility 045 
J.M. Patterson 083 
Jeong H. Kim Engineering 225 
Potomac 092 
Regents Parking Garage 202 
Satelite Central Utility Building 4 405 
Wind Tunnel 081 




 One goal of this thesis is to give insight into how much detailed is needed in a 
modeled environment for a certain level of realism. To do this, we have created three 
models of varying detail for each building. Subsection 5.2.1 discusses the creation of 
the most detailed building models, V1, which emphasize both material separation and 
the depth of structures. Subsection 5.2.2 outlines the simplification process of V1, 
creating two less detailed models, V2 and V3, emphasizing building shells with 
material separation and building shells made of brick, the dominating material on the 
UMD campus. How these building models are placed in WI as well as the allowed 
interactions in our simulations are then discussed in subsections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. 
 
5.2.1  Model Creation 
 
 For the creation of the building models, we were able to obtain 3D building 
models in the Google Sketchup format from contacts at UMD. We were also able to 
obtain building floor plans, accurate building positions, and elevation data giving 
elevations of both the terrain and individual buildings. Although helpful, it was 
quickly recognized that the 3D models were accurate in two dimensions, but not 
three.  
 As stated in [32], the WI DXF converter can only convert DXF objects 
containing polylines, polyface meshes, and 3D faces using AutoCAD grip points so 
that the DXF converter can identify faces that are touching. The 3D building models 
obtained from UMD were first imported into AutoCAD to create the required DXF. 
All the building surfaces were then changed into 3D faces, each of which were then 




building surfaces into 3D faces instead of polylines and polyface meshes seemed to 
be the most compatible with WI.  
 To create the building models for our simulations we took a top-down 
approach, creating the models of highest detail and then applying a common 
simplification technique to all models. The models of highest detail, V1, emphasize 
material separation as well as the depth of building features, including windows, 
doors, columns, overhangs, stairs, ramps, and any structure unique to a building. 
Using the floor plans, we were able to determine the width and depth of these 
features. The elevation data was used to determine the height of structures at different 
points and the accurate placement of the buildings on the terrain. To determine the 
heights of individual features on each building, independent measurements had to be 
made. Since brick is the dominant surface material for almost all buildings on 
campus, it was relatively straightforward to approximate feature heights by counting 
bricks and knowing the measurements of the brick used. Although we went through 
the painstaking process of creating buildings of such detail, we hope to show that this 
level of detail is not required. It is also important to note that all buildings were 
created with a realistic terrain in mind. The terrain and building elevation data was 
used to add padding to each building, extending the model into the terrain enough so 
that if elevation is applied to the terrain model, no section of the building would be 
hovering above the terrain. Images of all the V1 building models placed in WI are 
shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6. In these images, the different colors represent the 
various building materials. For pictures of individual buildings, as well as the 












Figure 5.6: View of V1 Buildings Models from the South East 
 
5.2.2  Building Simplification 
 
 This section describes the simplification techniques used to create two 
simplified versions (V2 and V3) of the building models created in the previous 




of the building and its features created in V1. We first removed any depth due to the 
presence of windows or doors, bringing the feature materials flush with the main 
wall, shown in figure 5.7. Then details unique to a building are removed including 
stairs, ramps, columns, or structures external to the general makeup of the building, 
shown in figure 5.8. Finally, to make the buildings more box-like, we then simplified 
both the roof and the external wall structure. Any details such as slopes, ledges, 
overhangs, or other roof structures were removed unless the structure contributed to 
the general makeup of the building, resulting in a flat roof. For the walls of each side 
of the building, any small recessions were removed. An example of this simplification 
is shown in figure 5.9. 
 
 













Figure 5.9: Example of Roof & Recess Simplification 
 
 The end result of the previous simplification techniques are basic building 
shells representing the general structures of buildings, while maintaining material 
separation. For V3, we take V2 and remove material separation by replacing all 
materials with the material that dominates the structure, in most cases brick. This 
produces a basic shell of a building consisting of one material, a model that can be 
easily created using the tools built-in to WI. Appendix A provides images of all 
buildings and their different versions, first showing V1 in comparison to the actual 
building and then the simplification process of V2 and V3. Table 5.3 provides the 
number of faces that make up each building model across each version, as well as the 
total number of faces when all buildings are placed in WI. 




Building ID Version1 Version2 Version3 
115-406 2494 1034 20 
142 1001 340 75 
087 113 41 10 
090 1069 309 31 
091 3102 1099 81 
223 480 90 29 
093 270 93 11 
088-089 1866 206 47 
085 207 75 5 
045 18 5 5 
083 825 249 23 
225 1217 674 88 
092 866 162 5 
405 284 55 5 
081 300 112 26 
202 280 45 44 
Full Model 14392 4589 505 
 Table 5.3: Number of Faces in each Building Model as well as the Full Model 
 
5.2.3  Placement in WI 
 
 Using the DXF converter, the building models are imported into WI as floor 
plans since the city format was intended for simplified building structures. Floor 
plans were intended for indoor simulations, but are also used for mixed environments 
and allow us to represent our highly detailed models. When importing each building 
model, each layer created in AutoCAD is associated with a default building material 
from the WI material database. Initial analysis will be done using these default 
materials. If we find during our analysis that one material is dominating the 
interactions in the environment, future work will fit our field test measurements to 
more suitable permittivity and conductivity parameters for that material. 
 To position the buildings in the ray tracing environment, we use the data 




bias in the model that depends on how the building heights are set. Because there is 
little difference in elevation between the center and east side of the selected area (the 
sites of the field tests), we start by placing the eastern most building, 115, working 
our way west. Building 115 is placed at the proper elevation according to the side 
closest to Paint Branch Drive (facing west). The buildings to the north and south of 
115 are placed by their elevation in relation to 115. From there, the building directly 
west of 115 is placed by its elevation in relation to 115, then placing the buildings to 
the north and south of that building. This process is repeated until every building is 
placed in the environment. Because of this placement, buildings along Regents Drive 
are placed higher above the terrain than they would be in a realistic terrain since these 
buildings undergo the most change in elevation. The change in elevation from north 
to south is 1.31m and is fairly constant, creating little bias in those directions. 
5.2.4  Allowed Interactions 
 
 For all of our simulations, no transmissions are allowed through any of our 
building models. Almost all buildings are predominantly brick and rather large 
making it very unlikely that a radio wave would propagate through a building and still 
have a significant impact in the power at the receiver. Moreover, it is impossible to 
know what interactions are occurring between entry and exit of a building due to 
several unknowns such as moving people and knowledge of the details in the 
environment. For these reasons, we focus on reflections and diffractions in the 
outdoor urban environment.  
 In this thesis, we will evaluate the accuracy of WI compared to our field test 




diffraction. One criticism of ray tracing is the large amount of time spent doing 
computations. While there are many other factors that contribute to computational 
complexity, much time is needed to search for and cast rays from diffraction points. 
By conducting our simulations with and without diffractions, we hope to explore the 
benefits of adding such interactions. We limit the number of diffractions to one with 
the assumption that since all our nodes are near earth, reflections will contain larger 
power contributions than two or more diffractions due to the close proximity of 
buildings. Multiple reflections should be able to reach most areas in our field test 
scenarios. We also limit the number of reflections to 6, which by observation 
produces a sufficient number of ray paths given the size of our scenarios. The allowed 
number of reflections should be increased for larger field tests.  
  
5.3  Transmitters & Receivers 
 
5.3.1  Placement 
 
 Due to uncertainties in both the field tests and WI, it is unclear how the 
placement of transmitters and receivers will affect the accuracy of WI predictions. In 
the conducted field tests, mobility scenarios were generated from UNIX timestamps 
recorded by the user when walking over a predetermined location. All field tests are 
prone to human error and it is difficult to determine how accurately these locations 
were marked by each participant. Vast variations and deep fades in measurements can 
result from changing the position of the transmitter or receiver by even a wavelength. 





 WI is a deterministic method of calculating received power and other signal 
characteristics. Received power is calculated either using all phase information or by 
correlating ray paths into groups, combining those correlated paths with phase before 
adding the powers of each group. This method of calculating power can, to some 
extent, model the fast fading due to the constructive and destructive interference of 
waves in the environment, resulting in large variations and deep fades within 
predictions. Some form of aggregation is needed for both field test data and WI 
predictions to mitigate these effects. 
 To remove the variations of fast fading from our field test data while retaining 
the effects of shadowing, we use a form of low-pass filter that is simple to implement, 
a moving average. The number of measurements to average (window size) is 
determined by expanding the window size until most sharp variations are removed 
without changing the overall shape of the measurements over time. Despite its 
simplicity, this method proves to be very effective. 
 In order to perform the same aggregation to both field test measurements and 
the predictions of WI, receivers are placed according the velocity of the node as well 
as the transmitted beacon interval while making sure that each predetermined location 
from the field test is represented by one receiver. Since the transmitters in our field 
tests are stationary, they are simply modeled as a single point, only performing the 
moving window aggregation around each main receiver point using the added 
receiver points.  
 It is important to note that the proposed placement method based on node 




tests involving two nodes and a mobile transmitter, slight modifications to this 
method may still work. But when more than two nodes make up a field test scenario, 
a different placement method must be used to better represent the mobile scenario. 
Proposed techniques will be discussed in the future work section of chapter 8. 
 
5.3.2  Equalizer & Correlator  Modeling 
 
 As a consequence of multipath, the contributions of ray paths at the receiver 
vary in time of arrival due to their differences in path lengths. Because of these 
delays, part of the transmitted symbol spreads into subsequent symbols creating noise 
and making correct detection of those symbols increasingly difficult. This type of 
distortion is called Intersymbol Interference (ISI). To mitigate the effects of ISI, 
filters are put in place at the receiver to attempt canceling the ISI introduced by 
multipath, also known as an equalizer.  
 While many forms of equalizers are used, manufacturers of commodity 
hardware rarely release the details of their hardware implementations. Four our 
wireless chipset, the Atheros AR5424, we were able to find a technical overview 
document claiming our receiver contained an "advanced wideband receiver with best 
path sequencer for better range and multipath resistance than conventional equalizer-
based designs". Without any technical specifications, it is unclear how exactly the 
"best path sequencer" functions. For our analysis, we make the assumption that the 
"best path sequencer" uses some method to keep track of multipath peaks in the 
correlator and selects the strongest signal within a time window set by the modulation 




the receiver in WI between one and fifty and compare the results with our collected 
field test measurements.  
 The nodes in our field tests are transmitting 802.11b beacons at a rate of 1 
Mbps spread using a Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation 
technique. DSSS uses a pseudonoise spreading code to spread transmitted data over 
wide bandwidth. This pseudonoise code is the same for every user in the network and 
is made up of an 11 bit barker code, each bit represented by a chip. Transmitting 1 
Mbps using an 11 bit barker code allows for the transmission of 1 Msymbol/s giving 
a symbol period of 1 microsecond. To more accurately model the DSSS correlator in 
the receiver we use the output filter in WI to filter out any paths arriving after the 
symbol period of 1 microsecond from the first path that arrives (excess time of 
arrival). In reality, the period of time in which the correlator can distinguish a signal 
from multipath noise is probably much less then the symbol period. Applying the 
excess time of arrival filter of 1 microsecond is a loose restriction that will be re-
examined after initial evaluation. 
 In our analysis, we will also look at the 'summing complex electric fields' 
parameter in WI, describing how the receiver is adding the individual contributions of 
each ray path. This setting will affect our received power when increasing the number 
of paths to combine. As described in section 3.4.7, the 'all phase' option sums the 
powers of each ray path using all phase information. The 'correlated phase' option 
combines the phase of paths that follow nearly the same path in the environment, then 




ignoring the ''none' option. This option would best represent a rake receiver, a 
receiver that is better fit to coherently add multiple multipath components. 
 
5.3.3  Antennas 
 
 In urban environments, there exist multiple reflected and diffracted paths 
other than LOS between a transmitter and a receiver. The signal characteristics of 
reflected paths vary depending on the surface material properties, polarization, and 
incidence angle. The multipath components arrive at the receiver at different angles, 
depending on where the signal was radiated from, the interactions undergone, and the 
beamwidths of the used antennas. Therefore, the antenna pattern can have a 
significant impact on the transmission and reception of radio waves between the 
transmitter and receiver. 
 Along with the parameters already being tested, we'll explore the accuracy of 
WI predictions using both ideal and realistic omnidirectional antennas. For the ideal 
omnidirectional antenna, we use the built-in vertically polarized half-wave dipole. Its 








Figure 5.10: Vertical and Horizontal Gain Patterns of 3 dBi Half-wave Dipole 
 
 
 To determine the antenna radiation patterns of the antennas used in our field 
tests, we used measurements collected in an anechoic chamber. An anechoic chamber 
is a room designed to provide a controlled environment, insulated from exterior 
sources of noise. The walls are coated with RF absorbers, preventing any multipath 
between a transmitter and receiver caused by reflections off the walls leaving only the 
LOS path. This environment allows us to precisely compute the antenna gain pattern 
of our antennas without any interference. Figure 5.11 show a picture of the anechoic 
chamber used. In this scenario, a simple diffraction test was being conducted between 
a transmitter and a receiver using a sheet of metal. The resulting vertical and 
horizontal antenna gain patterns of testing one antenna are shown in figure 5.12. The 
two other antennas were also tested, producing near identical results. The maximum 
gain of the main lobe was measured to be 3.127 dBi as opposed to the 5dBi claimed 
by the manufacturer. Because of this discovery, we gave our ideal antenna a 3.127 





 Figure 5.11: Anechoic Chamber used to Measure Antenna Gain Patterns 
  
 




 To continue our goal of accurate receiver modeling, we set the received power 
threshold on the receiver's antenna, disregarding any arriving paths with a power 




receiver sensitivity, we must take into the consideration multiple waves combining at 
the antenna. When RF signals arrive at nearly the same time they undergo 
constructive and destructive interference at the antenna with the receiver only seeing 
the combined wave. It is possible that two signals of lower power, beyond the 
receiver's capabilities, combine into a signal that the receiver can demodulate. 
Because of this phenomenon, we set the received power threshold to -115 dBm. This 
value is a rough approximation and is not claimed to be the correct value. Since we 
are only looking at the top so many paths that arrive at the receiver within a certain 
time frame, this will only have an effect when increasing the total number of paths 
being combined.  
 
5.3.4  Waveforms 
 
 Since DSSS essentially phase modulates a continuous sine wave instead of a 
pulse-type waveform, we select a sinusoidal waveform within WI. For our 
simulations we set the effective bandwidth to 22 MHz and the center frequency to 
2462 MHz (channel 11) since this was the least congested channel that was used 
during our field tests.   
 
5.3.5  Collection Radius & Ray Spacing 
 
 The SBR ray tracing algorithm used by the full 3D propagation model will 
find a number of common rays that have followed essentially the same path, given a 




the same wave front and are removed as duplicate paths to avoid over predicting the 
received power. But, there is no analytical solution for selecting these parameters. 
 To select a reasonable collection radius, several considerations must be made. 
If the collection radius is too small, the ray spacing will need to be set at a small 
angle, greatly increasing the ray tracing run time. Making the collection radius too 
large will include ray paths that never would have hit the receiver in a real world 
environment. According to [32], convergence tests are the best way to develop an 
intuition for selecting these parameters in different urban environments. In order to 
eliminate unwanted ray paths with the suggested 2.5m collection radius, we use a 
radius of 1m. We then tested to see any differences between the default ray spacing of 
0.25° and the recommended 0.2°. After noticing no difference in results, we reduced 
the ray spacing to 0.3° and notice a reduction of paths arriving at the receiver. For our 
ray tracing simulations, a collection radius of 1m with a ray spacing of 0.25° was 






















Chapter 6:  Field Test Descriptions  
 
 In this chapter, we describe two field tests we have conducted on the UMD 
campus to evaluate the performance of the BounceHaus testbed. The first field test 
was conducted between the A.V. Williams building (#115) and the Engineering 
Annex (#093) and is referred to as the AVW field test. The second test was conducted 
on Stadium Drive and the off street between the Kim building (#225) and the 
Chemical and Nuclear Engineering building (#090) and is referred to as the Stadium 
Drive field test.  
 
6.1  AVW 
 
6.1.1  Description 
 
 A two-dimensional overview of the AVW field test scenario is shown in 
figure 6.1 (obtained from Google Maps). In this field test, a stationary transmitter, 
represented by the black circle, was positioned between the Engineering Annex and 
the A.V. Williams buildings. We then created three lines spanning 25m parallel to the 
Annex building and moving away from the transmitter, each consisting of 26 
measured positions from which to record measurements from. A separation of 1m 
was kept between lines. The purpose of this scenario is to create both LOS and NLOS 
paths between the transmitter and receiver in close proximity.  
 The transmitter in this field test was set to transmit on channel 11 (the least 
congested channel) at 20 dBm with a beacon interval of 100ms, or 10 




antenna height of 1.3m which was maintained to the best of our ability throughout the 
entirety of the field test. Both participants faced each other and held the laptops so the 
antenna experienced no obstructions from the laptop monitor. This was done to 
mitigate near field effects of the human body and laptop monitor. While standing in 
this position and given this scenario, it is very unlikely that a path between the 
transmitter and receiver was attenuated by these near field effects. In addition, this 
test was conducted on a weekend when there was little activity on the UMD campus. 
If any cars pulled into the testing area, the measurements were repeated; the same 
being true for people walking by. 
 We conducted several measurements using the positions on all three lines. 
First, we took stationary measurements from all 26 points on each line. Measurements 
at each point were taken for approximately two minutes, giving us enough data to 
average out any undesired interference. After the stationary measurements, we 
conducted three motion tests, one for each line. The participant holding the receiver 
started at the point on the line furthest away from the transmitter, then walking 
towards the transmitter at approximately 0.5m/s and marking the UNIX timestamps 
when crossing over each of the 26 predefined points by using a clock script. Moving 








Figure 6.1: 2D Overview of the AVW Field Test Scenario 
 
6.1.2  Data Analysis 
 
 To first mitigate the effects of fast fading, we perform a moving average with 
a window size of 21 on the motion data for each line. Figure 6.2 shows both the 
original measurements from line1 as well as the moving average. It can be seen that 
the overall shape of the measurements over time is kept intact, preserving the effects 
of shadowing. It is important to note that before any averaging of RSS is done, the 
measurements are first converted back to milliwatts, and then converted back to dBm 
after averaging. Averaging the RSS in dBm is actually performing a geometric mean 








 Figure 6.2: Moving Average on Line1 Mitigating Effects of Fast Fading 
 
 
 For all comparisons, we first compute this moving average and then use the 
points associated with each of the 26 marked locations during the field test. Figures 
6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show these points taken from the moving averages of line1, line2, 
and line3, respectively, and plot them against the stationary measurements that were 
also taken for each line. While the motion measurements match the stationary 
measurements for line1 very well, there are two areas within both line2 and line3 that 
show major differences.  After looking at the original data it was seen that these 
stationary measurements were within the variance of the original motion 
measurements. Even with these slight variances, the RMSE of the line1, line2, and 
line3 comparisons were 2.11 dB, 3.33 dB, and 2.05 dB, well within the margin of 














Figure 6.3: Line1 Motion Points after Moving Average vs. Stationary Points 
 
 










Figure 6.5: Line3 Motion Points after Moving Average vs. Stationary Points 
 
6.1.3  Representation in WI 
 
 As mentioned in section 5.3.1, to compare the field test measurements with 
WI predictions we use the node velocity and beacon interval to approximate the 
positions upon beacon reception. This allows us to place receivers in the 
approximated locations in order to perform a moving average on the WI data, 
mitigating the effects of fast fading before making direct comparisons. In this field 
test, nodes had an approximate velocity of 0.5m/s and the beacon interval was set at 
100ms, therefore there were approximately 20 beacon readings per meter. In WI, each 
line was modeled as a receiver route with a spacing of 0.05m resulting in lines 
containing 501 receivers. Given that we used a window of 21 measurements for our 
field test averaging, the same window was applied to the WI predictions. Figure 6.6 










Figure 6.6: Transmitter and Receiver Placement in WI for AVW Field Test  
 
6.2  Stadium Drive 
 
6.2.1  Description 
 
 A two-dimensional overview of the Stadium Drive field test scenario is shown 
in figure 6.7 (obtained from Google Maps). Points A,C, and D represent the ends of 
the paths (in purple) while point B represents the intersection between them. Each 
path segment (B to A, B to C, and B to D) is 30m long with points measured every 
2m in each direction away from B. In this field test, a stationary transmitter is 
positioned at point D while a mobile receiver is positioned at node A, walking from A 
to B to C while collecting signal measurements from the transmitter. The receiver will 
be moving at approximately 1m/s over a distance of 60m and marking the UNIX 
timestamp when the node crosses over each of the 31 predefined points. This scenario 
was also conducted in reverse order with the receiver moving from C to B to A. A 




designed to subject our nodes to a more realistic urban environment, unlike the simple 
two building scenario in the AVW field test. 
 The transmitter in this field test was set to transmit on channel 11 (the least 
congested channel) at 20 dBm with a beacon interval of 50ms, or 20 beacons/second. 
Due to the positions of the transmitter and receiver during this scenario, we created a 
mount to raise the antenna height to approximately 2m (figure 6.8). With the antennas 
mounted above field test participants, the participant is most likely to be in the path of 
any signal heading toward the null below the main lobe of our antenna pattern, shown 
in figure 5.12. This reduces the chance of the participant's body attenuating any path 
of significance. When analyzing the field test results, the loss due to the added cables 
is taken into consideration. As done in the previous field test, tests were discarded if 















Figure 6.8: Antenna Mount used During Stadium Drive Field Tests 
 
 
6.2.2  Data Analysis 
 
 To first mitigate the effects of fast fading, we performed a moving average 
with a window size of 21 on the RSS measurements. Figure 6.9 shows both the 
original measurements as well as the moving average. It can be seen that the overall 
shape of the measurements over time is kept intact, preserving the effects of 
shadowing. For all comparisons, we first compute this moving average and then use 
the points associated with each of the 31 marked locations during the field test. Figure 




conducted in reverse order. Both traces are near identical with a RMSE of 1.49 dB. 
Because of the accuracy between both traces, we will select the original trace to use 
in our comparisons with WI. 
 
 













6.2.3  Representation in WI 
 
 Receiver positions are determined with the same method used in the AVW 
field test. In this field test, the receiver had an approximate velocity of 1m/s with a 
beacon interval of 50ms, therefore there were around 20 beacon readings per meter, 
the same as in AVW. In WI, the path of the receiver was modeled as a receiver route 
with a spacing of 0.05m resulting in a line containing 1201 receivers. Given that we 
used a window of 21 measurements for our field test averaging, the same window 
being applied to the WI predictions. Figure 6.11 shows the placement of the 












Chapter 7:  Results & Discussion  
  
7.1  Results 
 
 To analyze the performance of WI predictions based on various parameter 
combinations, we propose the use of two metrics. The first metric is the overall 
RMSE and is defined by: 
 
             
             
 




where n is the number of samples and           represents the error between the field 
test measurement and predicted value from WI. Expressing this formula in words, 
differences between the observed and predicted values are each squared and then 
averaged over the sample, before taking the square root of the average. The RMSE 
provides a non-linear fit and gives the distance, on average, of a data point from this 
fitted line. Since errors are squared before being averaged, the RMSE applies a higher 
weight to large errors which is useful when large errors are undesirable.  
 The second metric is the mean error, which is the overall sum of the errors 
between observed and predicted values scaled by the number of predictions. Other 
research [28] has shown that some path loss models may have a cost/benefit for under 
or over-predictions. Over-predictions (under-predicted received signal strength) are 
represented by higher positive values for this metric. Under-predictions (over-
predicted received signal strength) are represented by large negative values. A score 




Overall, using RMSE and mean error for performance evaluation will give us a sense 
of both the bound of the error as well as the tendency to over or under-predict.  
 In the following subsections, we present the RMSE and mean error results 
from the AVW and Stadium Drive field tests. We will refer back to these tables in the 





































7.1.1  AVW 
 
AVW Line1 – RMSE               
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 
2 Paths 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 
3 Paths 2.18 2.31 2.23 2.39 2.18 2.31 2.23 2.39 
4 Paths 3.00 2.08 3.04 2.15 3.00 2.08 3.04 2.15 
5 Paths 3.87 2.02 3.92 2.07 3.87 2.02 3.92 2.07 
10 Paths 4.50 2.06 4.53 2.10 4.50 2.07 4.53 2.11 
50 Paths 4.67 2.21 4.70 2.24 4.64 2.25 4.69 2.27 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 
2 Paths 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 
3 Paths 2.21 2.44 2.25 2.51 2.21 2.44 2.25 2.51 
4 Paths 2.95 2.26 2.99 2.32 2.95 2.26 2.99 2.32 
5 Paths 3.80 2.19 3.85 2.25 3.80 2.19 3.85 2.25 
10 Paths 4.60 2.24 4.65 2.28 4.77 2.92 4.79 2.88 
50 Paths 4.89 2.32 4.92 2.36 4.99 3.17 5.01 3.12 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 4.04 4.04 4.17 4.17 
2 Paths 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 2.38 3.22 2.44 3.29 
3 Paths 2.26 2.26 2.29 2.34 2.26 2.26 2.29 2.34 
4 Paths 3.10 2.09 3.14 2.15 3.10 2.09 3.14 2.15 
5 Paths 4.06 2.04 4.11 2.09 4.06 2.04 4.11 2.09 
10 Paths 4.60 2.11 4.64 2.15 4.70 2.24 4.72 2.27 
50 Paths 4.85 2.21 4.90 2.24 4.99 2.43 5.03 2.45 






AVW Line1 – Mean Error             
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.68 3.68 3.82 3.82 3.68 3.50 3.82 3.65 
2 Paths 1.32 2.83 1.37 2.91 1.32 2.83 1.37 2.91 
3 Paths 0.06 1.65 0.13 1.75 0.06 1.65 0.13 1.75 
4 Paths -0.92 1.17 -0.86 1.25 -0.92 1.17 -0.86 1.25 
5 Paths -1.81 0.87 -1.77 0.92 -1.81 0.87 -1.77 0.92 
10 Paths -2.31 0.16 -2.28 0.22 -2.33 0.14 -2.31 0.20 
50 Paths -2.45 -0.27 -2.42 -0.21 -2.37 -0.40 -2.35 -0.33 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.68 3.68 3.82 3.82 3.29 2.35 3.43 2.53 
2 Paths 1.32 2.83 1.37 2.91 1.32 2.83 1.37 2.91 
3 Paths 0.15 1.72 0.22 1.80 0.15 1.72 0.22 1.80 
4 Paths -0.89 1.27 -0.84 1.34 -0.89 1.27 -0.84 1.34 
5 Paths -1.77 0.97 -1.73 1.02 -1.77 0.97 -1.73 1.02 
10 Paths -2.43 0.27 -2.40 0.33 -2.55 -0.71 -2.51 -0.61 
50 Paths -2.64 0.01 -2.61 0.06 -2.68 -1.17 -2.63 -1.06 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.68 3.68 3.82 3.82 3.29 3.26 3.43 3.40 
2 Paths 1.33 2.83 1.37 2.91 1.33 2.83 1.37 2.91 
3 Paths -0.01 1.53 0.08 1.63 -0.01 1.53 0.08 1.63 
4 Paths -1.11 1.10 -1.06 1.17 -1.11 1.10 -1.06 1.17 
5 Paths -2.08 0.76 -2.05 0.81 -2.08 0.76 -2.05 0.81 
10 Paths -2.41 0.10 -2.38 0.15 -2.45 -0.19 -2.42 -0.13 
50 Paths -2.69 -0.16 -2.69 -0.10 -2.72 -0.54 -2.70 -0.48 





AVW Line2 – RMSE               
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 
2 Paths 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 
3 Paths 3.18 3.21 3.19 3.24 3.18 3.21 3.19 3.24 
4 Paths 3.61 3.01 3.62 3.04 3.61 3.01 3.62 3.04 
5 Paths 4.20 2.97 4.23 3.00 4.20 2.97 4.23 3.00 
10 Paths 4.86 2.96 4.89 2.97 4.88 2.07 4.91 2.97 
50 Paths 5.00 2.99 5.02 3.00 5.05 2.25 5.08 3.10 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 
2 Paths 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 
3 Paths 3.19 3.24 3.20 3.27 3.19 3.24 3.20 3.27 
4 Paths 3.55 3.12 3.56 3.14 3.55 3.12 3.56 3.14 
5 Paths 4.19 3.09 4.22 3.10 4.19 3.09 4.22 3.10 
10 Paths 4.74 3.04 4.77 3.05 4.86 3.45 4.87 3.43 
50 Paths 4.89 3.05 4.92 3.06 5.19 3.61 5.18 3.57 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 4.56 4.56 4.66 4.66 
2 Paths 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 3.11 3.87 3.14 3.91 
3 Paths 3.12 3.10 3.13 3.13 3.12 3.10 3.13 3.13 
4 Paths 3.54 2.96 3.56 2.98 3.54 2.96 3.56 2.98 
5 Paths 4.25 2.92 4.29 2.94 4.25 2.92 4.29 2.94 
10 Paths 4.70 2.95 4.72 2.96 4.62 2.81 4.65 2.82 
50 Paths 4.81 2.98 4.82 2.99 4.76 2.92 4.78 2.93 







AVW Line2 – Mean Error             
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.14 3.14 3.29 3.29 3.14 2.97 3.29 3.12 
2 Paths 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.45 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.45 
3 Paths -0.02 1.25 0.05 1.34 -0.02 1.25 0.05 1.34 
4 Paths -0.89 0.80 -0.83 0.88 -0.89 0.80 -0.83 0.88 
5 Paths -1.75 0.49 -1.71 0.56 -1.75 0.49 -1.71 0.56 
10 Paths -2.70 -0.16 -2.68 -0.09 -2.72 -0.16 -2.69 -0.10 
50 Paths -2.95 -0.54 -2.92 -0.48 -2.89 -0.72 -2.86 -0.65 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.14 3.14 3.29 3.29 2.92 2.13 3.06 2.30 
2 Paths 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.45 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.45 
3 Paths -0.03 1.27 0.05 1.36 -0.03 1.27 0.05 1.36 
4 Paths -1.00 0.86 -0.94 0.94 -1.00 0.86 -0.94 0.94 
5 Paths -1.87 0.58 -1.84 0.64 -1.87 0.58 -1.84 0.64 
10 Paths -2.73 -0.05 -2.70 0.02 -2.99 -0.64 -2.94 -0.54 
50 Paths -3.09 -0.29 -3.07 -0.22 -3.45 -1.25 -3.40 -1.15 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 3.15 3.15 3.29 3.29 2.92 2.99 3.06 3.13 
2 Paths 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.46 0.89 2.38 0.94 2.46 
3 Paths -0.12 1.15 -0.03 1.25 -0.12 1.15 -0.03 1.25 
4 Paths -1.12 0.74 -1.06 0.82 -1.12 0.74 -1.06 0.82 
5 Paths -2.04 0.43 -2.01 0.49 -2.04 0.43 -2.01 0.49 
10 Paths -2.74 -0.17 -2.72 -0.11 -2.81 -0.27 -2.79 -0.21 
50 Paths -3.01 -0.38 -2.97 -0.32 -3.13 -0.62 -3.09 -0.55 







AVW Line3 - RMSE               
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 
2 Paths 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 
3 Paths 3.56 3.24 3.56 3.26 3.56 3.24 3.56 3.26 
4 Paths 4.03 3.13 4.03 3.14 4.03 3.13 4.03 3.14 
5 Paths 4.61 3.13 4.62 3.14 4.61 3.13 4.62 3.14 
10 Paths 5.33 3.19 5.35 3.18 5.28 3.18 5.30 3.18 
50 Paths 5.47 3.31 5.48 3.31 5.38 3.36 5.38 3.35 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 
2 Paths 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 
3 Paths 3.52 3.25 3.52 3.27 3.52 3.25 3.52 3.27 
4 Paths 3.99 3.11 4.00 3.12 3.99 3.11 4.00 3.12 
5 Paths 4.56 3.09 4.58 3.10 4.56 3.09 4.58 3.10 
10 Paths 5.43 3.12 5.45 3.12 5.78 3.79 5.77 3.73 
50 Paths 5.87 3.19 5.88 3.18 6.19 4.04 6.17 3.98 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 4.51 4.51 4.60 4.60 
2 Paths 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 3.39 3.88 3.40 3.90 
3 Paths 3.62 3.23 3.62 3.25 3.62 3.23 3.62 3.25 
4 Paths 4.19 3.14 4.20 3.14 4.19 3.14 4.20 3.14 
5 Paths 4.85 3.15 4.88 3.15 4.85 3.15 4.88 3.15 
10 Paths 5.19 3.21 5.21 3.21 5.10 3.15 5.13 3.14 
50 Paths 5.42 3.26 5.42 3.26 5.48 3.28 5.50 3.27 





AVW Line3 – Mean Error             
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.59 2.59 2.73 2.73 2.59 2.39 2.73 2.53 
2 Paths 0.31 1.85 0.36 1.93 0.31 1.85 0.36 1.93 
3 Paths -0.80 0.73 -0.73 0.84 -0.80 0.73 -0.73 0.84 
4 Paths -1.72 0.29 -1.66 0.38 -1.72 0.29 -1.66 0.38 
5 Paths -2.46 0.01 -2.41 0.07 -2.46 0.01 -2.41 0.07 
10 Paths -3.49 -0.58 -3.46 -0.51 -3.41 -0.62 -3.37 -0.56 
50 Paths -3.79 -0.94 -3.75 -0.88 -3.63 -1.18 -3.59 -1.11 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.59 2.59 2.73 2.73 2.26 1.19 2.40 1.36 
2 Paths 0.31 1.85 0.36 1.93 0.31 1.85 0.36 1.93 
3 Paths -0.75 0.76 -0.68 0.86 -0.75 0.76 -0.68 0.86 
4 Paths -1.65 0.34 -1.60 0.42 -1.65 0.34 -1.60 0.42 
5 Paths -2.45 0.06 -2.41 0.12 -2.45 0.06 -2.41 0.12 
10 Paths -3.48 -0.45 -3.45 -0.39 -3.80 -1.30 -3.75 -1.20 
50 Paths -3.81 -0.66 -3.77 -0.60 -4.09 -1.79 -4.03 -1.69 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.59 2.59 2.73 2.73 2.26 2.28 2.40 2.42 
2 Paths 0.31 1.85 0.37 1.93 0.31 1.85 0.37 1.93 
3 Paths -0.90 0.65 -0.82 0.75 -0.90 0.65 -0.82 0.75 
4 Paths -1.88 0.24 -1.82 0.32 -1.88 0.24 -1.82 0.32 
5 Paths -2.65 -0.06 -2.62 0.01 -2.65 -0.06 -2.62 0.01 
10 Paths -3.22 -0.63 -3.19 -0.57 -3.21 -0.83 -3.19 -0.76 
50 Paths -3.48 -0.80 -3.43 -0.74 -3.59 -1.13 -3.56 -1.06 






7.1.2  Stadium Drive 
 
Stadium Drive – RMSE               
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 3.67 2.85 3.65 
2 Paths 3.82 3.05 3.84 3.03 3.72 2.97 3.74 2.95 
3 Paths 4.00 3.34 4.00 3.30 4.05 3.23 4.07 3.20 
4 Paths 4.41 3.47 4.40 3.44 4.39 3.56 4.41 3.53 
5 Paths 4.55 3.63 4.57 3.60 4.57 3.75 4.59 3.72 
10 Paths 5.06 3.95 5.03 3.92 4.99 4.47 4.96 4.43 
50 Paths 5.66 4.09 5.63 4.06 5.70 5.02 5.67 4.98 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 3.50 2.85 3.48 
2 Paths 3.82 3.05 3.84 3.03 3.69 2.97 3.71 2.95 
3 Paths 3.96 3.32 3.95 3.29 4.01 3.22 4.03 3.19 
4 Paths 4.12 3.47 4.12 3.44 4.14 3.54 4.16 3.51 
5 Paths 4.40 3.58 4.40 3.56 4.39 3.85 4.38 3.82 
10 Paths 5.00 3.92 4.99 3.90 5.04 4.34 5.02 4.30 
50 Paths 5.24 4.09 5.22 4.06 5.36 4.84 5.35 4.80 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 3.14 2.85 3.12 
2 Paths 3.23 3.05 3.27 3.02 2.93 2.99 2.95 2.97 
3 Paths 3.07 3.26 3.08 3.23 3.02 3.22 3.04 3.20 
4 Paths 3.04 3.38 3.05 3.34 3.07 3.48 3.09 3.45 
5 Paths 3.14 3.46 3.16 3.42 3.13 3.70 3.15 3.66 
10 Paths 3.42 3.65 3.42 3.61 3.42 3.79 3.42 3.75 
50 Paths 3.51 3.69 3.50 3.65 3.65 3.95 3.66 3.91 







Stadium Drive – Mean Error             
  
       
  
Building V1                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path -0.17 -0.17 -0.03 -0.03 -0.17 -0.63 -0.03 -0.51 
2 Paths -0.81 -1.04 -0.65 -0.93 -0.79 -0.84 -0.67 -0.61 
3 Paths -1.30 -1.43 -1.15 -1.33 -1.26 -1.32 -1.16 -0.98 
4 Paths -1.92 -1.62 -1.79 -1.52 -1.87 -1.79 -1.77 -1.24 
5 Paths -2.16 -1.81 -2.06 -1.72 -2.18 -2.01 -2.07 -1.52 
10 Paths -2.95 -2.17 -2.84 -2.08 -2.85 -2.60 -2.73 -2.12 
50 Paths -3.58 -2.35 -3.47 -2.26 -3.54 -3.11 -3.43 -2.62 
  
       
  
Building V2                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path -0.17 -0.17 -0.03 -0.03 -0.17 -0.69 -0.03 -0.55 
2 Paths -0.81 -1.04 -0.65 -0.93 -0.72 -0.89 -0.68 -0.66 
3 Paths -1.27 -1.41 -1.12 -1.30 -1.28 -1.33 -1.18 -1.02 
4 Paths -1.48 -1.60 -1.34 -1.50 -1.35 -1.81 -1.29 -1.42 
5 Paths -1.73 -1.75 -1.60 -1.65 -1.73 -2.00 -1.58 -1.90 
10 Paths -2.27 -2.11 -2.15 -2.02 -2.47 -2.47 -2.35 -2.37 
50 Paths -2.61 -2.28 -2.48 -2.19 -2.61 -2.93 -2.49 -2.83 
  
       
  
Building V3                 
  Reflections 




  Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna Ideal Antenna Realistic Antenna 
  All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase All Phase Corr Phase 
Top Path -0.17 -0.17 -0.02 -0.02 -0.17 -0.39 -0.02 -0.24 
2 Paths 0.33 -0.70 0.50 -0.70 -0.22 -0.79 0.52 -0.66 
3 Paths -0.21 -1.03 -0.06 -1.03 -0.21 -1.12 -0.07 -0.98 
4 Paths -0.15 -1.21 0.02 -1.21 -0.14 -1.29 0.04 -1.25 
5 Paths -0.22 -1.32 -0.07 -1.32 0.21 -1.54 -0.03 -1.42 
10 Paths -0.62 -1.54 -0.51 -1.54 -0.21 -1.71 -0.47 -1.60 
50 Paths -0.86 -1.62 -0.73 -1.62 -0.57 -1.93 -0.84 -1.82 







7.2  Transmitter & Receiver Modeling 
 
7.2.1  ETOA & Number of Paths 
 
 Before learning that our receiver hardware has a "best path sequencer", a 
variation in predictive accuracy was seen between LOS and NLOS situations. When 
there is LOS between a transmitter and receiver, the LOS ray tends to dominate the 
others being added due to the power differential, resulting in accurate predictions no 
matter how many paths were being added. In NLOS situations, it was noticed that due 
to a lack of a 'dominant path', prediction accuracy was related to the number of paths 
being added. We also observed that adding a large number of paths resulted in over-
prediction and that by reducing the number of paths, the predictions would drop to a 
level more accurately matching observed values before under-predicting. Although 
it's difficult to see in the mean error results of the Stadium Drive field test due to the 
accuracy of the top path, the mean error results of the AVW comparison clearly 
demonstrate this over/under-prediction pattern.  
 Initially, output filters were applied to restrict the ETOA in attempt to limit 
the number of paths. Although this filter produced fairly accurate results with extreme 
restrictions, it was less effective than simply limiting the number of paths which more 
accurately models the discovered "best path sequencer". The ETOA filter of one 
symbol time was kept throughout the analysis as we believe it is a reasonable 
assumption.  
 When limiting the number of paths, the RMSE values for both field tests 




paths to five or less. In AVW, obtaining the highest accuracy depends on how phase 
information is dealt with at the receiver, but in both cases the top path is not optimal. 
If summing with all phase information, the best RMSE is found when combining two 
or three paths giving a RMSE between 2.18 dBm and 3.40 dBm. Little variation is 
seen by varying building detail or other parameters. Selecting the number of paths on 
either side of this range results in the RMSE nearly doubling. When correlating 
phase, the best RMSE is found when selecting five or ten paths giving a RMSE 
between 2.02 dBm and 3.14 dBm. It turns out that correlating phase using more than 
two paths is quite forgiving and results in a RMSE within a few tenths of a dBm. 
Again little variation is seen by varying building detail or other parameters. The mean 
error seems to be in good agreement with the RMSE in that it centers around the best 
selection for RMSE. 
 In Stadium Drive, obtaining the best RMSE can be achieved by only using the 
top path, except for when correlating phase and including a diffraction (but still very 
close). The RMSE gets increasingly worse as the number of paths increases, no 
matter how phase is combined or any other parameter is varied. Although the RMSE 
increases with the number of paths, the spread of the RMSE decreases as the building 
detail is simplified. In V1, V2, and V3, the RMSE when summing all phase ranges 
from approximately 2.85 dBm to 5.7 dBm, 2.85 dBm to 5.3 dBm, and 2.85 dBm to 
3.6 dBm. This same pattern occurs when correlating phase. In terms of the mean 
error, V1 and V2 are best around the top path and increasingly under-predict as the 
number of paths combined increases. This is true when varying all other parameters. 




dBm, while correlating phase gives a mean error between 0 dBm and -2 dBm. Both 
phase options increasingly under-predicts as the number of paths combined is 
increased.  
  
7.2.2  Summing Complex Electric Fields 
 
 Since the method of summing complex electric fields was tied into the 
discussion in the previous section, we will only give a general outline in this section. 
When comparing the results from either combining all phase information or only 
within correlated groups, we see patterns unique to each field test. The RMSE results 
from AVW show that we can include more paths in the received power calculation as 
long as the correlated phase option is used. If using all phase, combining only the top 
two or three paths yields the best RMSE, getting increasingly worse as more paths are 
added.  Both of these patterns are true no matter what level of detail or other 
parameters were used. The mean error seems to be in good agreement with the RMSE 
in that it centers around the best selection for RMSE. 
 The Stadium Drive field test showed that correlating phase was better overall 
for V1 and V2 having a smaller spread in RMSE, but using all phase became just as 
accurate, if not more as the building details were simplified in V3. But in almost all 
cases, the RMSE gets worse as we include more than just the top path. As described 
in the previous section, the mean error for this field test is better when combining all 






7.2.3  Ideal vs. Realistic Antenna Patterns 
 
 When looking at the differences in RMSE and mean error in the cases for both 
field tests, only slight differences can be seen when comparing the use of ideal and 
realistic antenna patterns. Using a realistic antenna pattern will result in a limited 
selection of paths arriving within the main lobe compared to the use of the ideal 
antenna pattern. The minute differences seen across the board suggest that the 
restrictions placed on direction of departure and arrival result in a nearly similar 
selection of paths, and that a majority of paths are in fact arriving within the main 
lobe region. After analyzing the arriving paths in WI, this was seen to be the case.  
 Given that the ideal antenna pattern performed nearly as well as the obtained 
realistic pattern, in some cases better, it's hard to justify the use of a realistic pattern. 
We we're fortunate enough to have access to an anechoic chamber at no cost, but this 
is not the case for most researchers. The cost of obtaining access to an anechoic 
chamber can be quite prohibitive. Although we were able to show that the ideal 
pattern performed just as well as the realistic pattern, this performance is limited to 
the environment we have created.  
7.3  Building Models  
 
7.3.1  Allowed Interactions 
 
 Along with the amount of detail in the environment, the allowed interactions 
can have a significant impact on the time spent doing computations. In AVW, little 




or including a single diffraction. This is because diffractions are not present in the top 
five paths and are therefore not used in the calculation of received power. Due to the 
close proximity of the two buildings, a group of reflections are seen to have greater 
power at the receiver than the simple diffractions around the corner of the annex 
building. In Stadium Drive, diffractions represent the top few paths and are therefore 
included when calculating the received power. Even though this scenario includes 
more diffractions in the top five paths, we still see little difference when using only 
reflections. In fact, using reflections produces results, both RMSE and mean error, 
which are approximately the same, if not better than the inclusion of a single 
diffraction. This can be seen when varying any of the other parameters and building 
detail. Due to the time required to find and shoot and bounce rays from diffraction 
points, we cannot yet justify the use of diffractions based on our current results. 
 Based on observation and analysis of the paths in both AVW and Stadium 
Drive, it is believed that both the close proximity of buildings and the dominance of 
brick on the UMD campus contribute to the performance of using only reflections. 
All areas of both field tests can be illuminated using only a few reflections. Other 
research [36] has indicated that the inclusion of a single diffraction yields dramatic 
performance improvements over using only reflections, but was done over much 
longer distances. Future field tests will continue to explore the use of diffractions as 
they expand to include larger portions of the UMD model. 
7.3.2  Building Detail 
 
 The amount of detail in the modeled environment can significantly impact the 




RMSE or mean error across all three versions of building models. In the Stadium 
Drive field test, we see the RMSE spread as we vary the number of paths decrease as 
buildings details are simplified. This is especially true for summing complex electric 
fields using all phase information. Moreover, the mean error shows less under-
prediction as details are simplified, bringing the mean error much closer to zero. It 
turns out that simplifying the environment reduced the variance of RMSE and mean 
error since the simplified environment resulted in less paths between the transmitter 
and receiver. The top 50 paths turned into the top 20-30 paths depending on LOS or 
NLOS situations. As mentioned earlier, limiting the number of paths usually produces 
predictions that better match our field test measurements. Less variance was not seen 
in the AVW scenario because there were many interactions with complex features 
that were less dominant, resulting in few differences. 
  
7.4   Recommendations 
 
 In this section, recommendations are made for the tested WI parameters based 
on the tables presented in section 7.1 and the previous discussions. When it comes to 
selecting an antenna pattern for an omnidirectional antenna, the built-in generic half-
wave dipole produced similar results to a realistic pattern. Given the field test 
comparisons in this thesis, the cost of using an anechoic chamber cannot be justified. 
However, we were able to find that our antenna gain was approximately 3 dBi instead 
of the 5 dBi claimed by the manufacturer. Testing in an anechoic chamber can be 





 Since we saw few advantages to using just reflections over a single 
diffraction, it is recommended to use reflections in near earth, close proximity 
scenarios where the buildings are dominated by few materials. Not only will this lead 
to less time running computations, but will also allow for further accuracy through 
extended tuning. As noted in [36], one of the limitations of a model based on purely 
reflections is that it's near impossible to tune material properties due to the complex 
nature of urban environments. Luckily, the UMD campus model used in this thesis is 
predominantly brick and field test measurements can be used to find the properties for 
brick that provide the best accuracy. Future work involves finding the 'magic brick' 
for our environment model. 
 Since we don't know details of environment as well as the position during 
RSS measurements with sub-wavelength accuracy, it may not be accurate or even 
reasonable to combine paths at the receiver using all phase information. Some form of 
aggregation is needed for both transmitter/receiver position (discussed in future work 
section) and phase information (correlated). As mentioned in previous discussions, 
correlating phase can be much more forgiving in terms of accuracy when selecting 
more than two paths and combined with other parameter selections. Looking at the 
results for both AVW and Stadium Drive, correlating phase while using the V3 
building models has a higher probability for accurate predictions due to little variation 
in both RMSE and mean error. Using these parameter selections and by looking at the 
field test results, the RMSE had a range of 2.04 dBm to 3.7 dBm and the mean error 






7.5   Running WI Predictions on BounceHaus 
 
 After obtaining the predicted path loss from WI and performing the desired 
method of aggregation, the resulting path loss values (minus insertion loss) can be 
combined with timestamp information in an XML-encoded scenario file and then run 
on the BounceHaus testbed. Translating the accuracy seen in the WI predictions to 
accuracy on the testbed depends on the frequency of attenuation updates between 
node pairs. More frequent updates require more predictions from WI which can 
increase the total amount of time running computations. The time spent predicting 
path loss values will depend on environment detail, whether or not diffractions are 
being used, the number of nodes modeled, type of aggregation, ray spacing, and 
collection radius. Given that we've been able to achieve a high level of accuracy with 
both a simplified environment and by only using reflections, providing updates every 
second can be done in a reasonable amount of time. For more frequent updates, users 
will have to tend with longer computation times in the Precomputation phase of the 
testbed. 
 Figure 7.1 shows the original trace of AVW line1 after aggregation compared 
to running the predictions from WI on the BounceHaus testbed. The selected 
parameters used an ideal antenna pattern and correlating phase within the V3 building 
models only using the top three paths. This selection in WI gave a RMSE of 2.26 
dBm when comparing the measurements at the predefined points. Using the predicted 
values from WI, adjusted for cable loss and antenna gain, the RF switch was updated 
approximately every two seconds and attenuator settings were rounded to the nearest 




occurs around the transition from NLOS to LOS. This sharp drop was predicted in WI 
no matter what parameters were selected. It is believed that a more gradual transition 
exists in the field test due to environmental objects not modeled within WI. 
 
 










Chapter 8:  Conclusion & Future Work  
 
8.1   Conclusion 
 
 In this thesis, we presented a prototype of the BounceHaus testbed offering 
researchers the desirable experimental qualities of control, manageability, and 
repeatability, without sacrificing realism. BounceHaus leverages ray tracing 
techniques to implement highly detailed, site-specific channel models to dynamically 
configure a many-to-many analog channel emulator. To validate the use of ray tracing 
techniques in a mobile wireless testbed, we first modified commodity hardware to 
make an accurate and reliable RSS measurement tool. These devices were then used 
to conduct field tests on the University of Maryland campus, collecting RSS 
measurements to be compared to predictions from Wireless InSite. Before making 
any comparisons, we created 3D models of several buildings on the University of 
Maryland campus and built a 3D environment within Wireless InSite. Using the field 
test measurements and the created 3D environment, we then studied various 
parameters within the ray tracing software to evaluate its performance as a path loss 
prediction tool. 
  After extensive testing of the various parameters involved in both hardware 
and environment modeling, it was determined that a high level of accuracy could be 
achieved using generalized parameters and avoiding extensive tuning. Also, it was 
found that simplified building models provided nearly as much accuracy as high 
detailed models due to the characteristics of the modeled environment. However, the 




better for large-scale experiments and for initial development of applications or 
protocols. Due to the amount of work involved in creating a 3D environment, the 
BounceHaus testbed may be best for developers wanting to move past theoretical 
testing and evaluate performance in a realistic wireless environment. 
 
8.2   Future Work 
 
 The work in this thesis provides significant contributions to the studying the 
viability of ray tracing technique leverage within mobile wireless testbeds. However, 
this work only provides initial validations and leaves much work to be done before 
the true potential of the BounceHaus testbed can be unlocked.  
 Future work in terrain modeling includes studying the effects of foliage, 
mixed material terrains, and adding elevation data. The building models were created 
to handle the addition of elevation data and this data is readily available to us from 
contacts at the University of Maryland. One hope is that using elevation data will 
boost the performance realistic antenna patterns over the built-in generalized patterns. 
Also, we were able to achieve a high level of accuracy with the V3 building models, 
but a few anomalies exist when analyzing the propagation paths between transmitter 
and receiver in some of our tests. Future work looks as using V3 but adding certain 
environmental objects such as metal containers, chain link fence, and any other 
objects external to building structures that may act as a reflector or obscure 
measurements. Extensive studies will also be done to find the material properties for 




 Much work has yet to be done to correctly model transmitter/receiver 
hardware within Wireless InSite. In this thesis, we made loose assumptions and were 
attempting to model hardware that we didn't know the details of. Thorough testing 
needs to be done to better understand hardware behaviors so that efforts to model 
hardware aren't as blind.   
 Since we were able to achieve high levels of accuracy without extensive 
tuning with the full3d propagation model, other propagation models within the 
Wireless InSite suite should be examined to see if they can achieve similar levels of 
accuracy. Using other propagation models by reduce the overall amount of work 
required to use full3d.  
 The field tests used for initial validation are fairly basic LOS and NLOS 
situations and only involve two nodes. Future work includes conducting more 
extensive field tests to look at more complex situations and adding multiple nodes 
using GPS and cars. Adding more nodes will change the way we aggregate power 
measurements within Wireless InSite. Possible aggregation methods include a 2D 
square of receivers spanning several wavelengths at the fixed receiver height, or 
extending this idea into 3D by varying the receiver height over multiple wavelengths. 
Note that with multiple nodes each node will have to be modeled as both a transmitter 
and a receiver to represent all of the possible links.   
 There are several improvements to the BounceHaus architecture that will soon 
be implemented. After the initial creation of the building models used in this thesis, 
Remcom released a new version of Wireless InSite which took advantage of GPU 




to run the new X3D propagation model using our building models. We are currently 
working with Remcom to try and resolve these issues. Using GPUs will open up new 
possibilities as the time spent doing computations will become even less of a factor.  
 Another improvement to the testbed architecture involves the physical 
medium. One issue is that using one switch limits scalability to eight nodes. Possible 
solutions involve both implementing a virtual environment like VMT and replacing 
the RF switch with a 16 port RF switch. Another issue lies in the fact that by using an 
RF switch, we are limited to controlling only attenuation between node pairs. We are 
currently working with Carnegie Mellon University and have future plans to replace 
the RF switch with the CMU wireless emulator. Their emulator provides an attractive 
option as it allows us to control signal strength as well as multipath and propagation 
delays. Wireless InSite provides all of the necessary output to implement this high 






Appendix A: Building Models 
 
 In this appendix, you will find images of all buildings modeled for the work in 
this thesis along with their simplified versions. Unless otherwise stated, the images 





Glass Light Blue 
Metal Dark Brown 
Wet Earth Green 
Wood Orange 
 
Before presenting the building models, either ground or aerial photos of the actual 
buildings are shown.  
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Jeong H. Kim Engineering 225 
 
 For the building models of building 225, metal surfaces are shown in white. 
This is simply done for visual purposes.  
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225 Southern Aerial View 
 
 
225 Version 1 South Side 
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Regents Parking Garage (202) 
 
 This building lies on the edge of the area where future field tests will be 
conducted. We make the assumption that any electromagnetic waves passing into this 
structure will be lost and only model the surfaces facing our field test area to capture 
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